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INTRODUCTION
It is ironic that there should be a conflict between the use of the English
and French languages in Canada. When we speak English we are to a large
extent speaking French - and this is more true in legal terminology than
perhaps in any other aspect of the English language (1). After the conquest of
England by William the Conqueror in 1066, Norman French crossed the
Channel and became the language of the nobility in England - especially the
language of the knights, courtiers, lawyers and politicians. At the beginning of
the thirteenth century, Robert of Gloucester in describing the English/French
language relationship in England, observed:
"Thus England came into Normandy's hand; and the Normans
at that time could speak only their own language, and spoke
•M.A., LL.L., Stagiaire A la Facult6 de Droit, Universitd de Montr6al.
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French just as they did at home, and had their children taught
in the same manner, so that people of rank in the country who
came of their blood all stick to the same language that they
received of them, for if a man knows no French people will think
little of him. But the lower classes still stick to English and to
their language. I imagine there are in all the world no countries
that do not keep their own language except England alone. But
it is well known that it is the best thing to know both languages,
for the more a man knows the more is he worth" (2).
The clevage in English life caused by linguistic differences was solved by
assimilating French to the English language, culminating under Elizabeth I in
the emergence of a renowned literature. Assimilation will not solve the Canadian bilingualism problem in the reign of Elizabeth II. Canadian survival has
been viewed as primarily hinging on substantial progress being made in the
direction of bilingualism and biculturalism (3). It has been suggested that if the
French language is restriced to Quebec, the alternative is for Quebec to become
unilingual (4), or Quebec will have to secede from Confederation (5).
If it can be of any consolation to Canadians, other countries are having
difficulties over language rights as well. Most notable have been the large scale
demonstrations in recent years particularly in India and Ceylon and to a lesser
extent in Belgium. But even Switzerland, which is often considered a model
plurilingual state, has had sporadic bombings by the Front de Liberation Jurassienne (6). Many countries have constitutional provisions for bilingual or plurilangual language rights, and often these provisions are more elaborate and more
clearly formulated than in the Canadian Constitution. Finland and Switzerland
have a large body of law, in addition to that in their fundamental constitutional
documents, which clearly spells out language rights (7).

(2)

JESPERSEN, op. cit., 97-98.

(3)

Professor OLIVER in F. SCOTT and M. OLIVER, editors, Quebec States
Her Case, Toronto, MacMillan of Canada, 1964, 4.

(4)

Professor MORIN aVers un nouvel 6quilibre constitutionnel,, in P.A. Cre-

peau and C.B. MacPherson, Eds., The Future of Canadian Federalism /
L'Avenir du fdd~ralisme canadien, University of Toronto Press / Les Pres-

ses de l'Universit6 de Montreal, 1965, 154. Brief submitted by the Con-

federation of National Trade Unions, the Quebec Federation of Labour and
the Catholic Farmers' Union, to the Quebec Legislative Assembly's Committee on the Constitution, Quebec, 1966, reprinted in the Montreal Star

September 30, 1966, 8-10.
(5)

Professor LaPierre addressing students at McMaster University, The Ga-

zette, November 16, 1966, 2. In the Mmoire de la Socit6 Saint-Jean-Baptiste de Montrdal au comitg parlementaire de la constitution du Gouverne-

ment du Qudbec, Montreal, 1964, 122, it is recommended that Canada and
Quebec become associated states. On the confederal level both languages
would be official, whereas, as associated states, each would be free to choose
its official language or languages.
(6)

Sept-Jours, September 24, 1966, 21; Kenneth D. McRAE, Switzerland:
Example of Cultural Co-existence, Contemporary Affairs No. 33, Toronto,

The Canadian Institute of International Affairs, 1964, 57-61. This essay was

first planned as part of a broader study of language practices in Switzer-

land, Finland, Belgium and Canada. As yet, only the Swiss section has
appeared.
(7)

Some comparisons are made infra.

LANGUAGE RIGHTS IN THE CANADIAN CONSTITUTION

The Constitution of Canada is generally conceded to include much more
than the British North America Act (8). Although the B.N.A. Act remains the
fundamental document of constitutional importance, the Canadian Constitution
includes a large body of unwritten law, British and Canadian Acts of Parliament
and Orders-in-Council and principles of Common Law defined by the Courts (9).
However, as we shall see, when language rights are examined, judges and commentators are often inclined to find all the law with respect to language in
s. 133 of the B.N.A. Act. This limited view does not appear to be juridically
sound. On a true construction of the Canadian Constitution it would seem that
the B.N.A. Act did not establish language rights, it simply guaranteed that certain rights would be entrenched.
If this latter concept is accepted, the question arises as to what language rights do exist in law - at least theoretically. Existent language rights
will be examined in relation to - I) The guarantees of language rights, and
II) The limitations on language rights.
PART I
THE GUARANTEES OF LANGUAGE RIGHTS
The sole provision which guaranteed English / French language rights
in the B.N.A. Act is s. 133 which provides that:
"Either the English or the French Language may be used by any
Person in the Debates of the Houses of the Parliament of Canada
and of the Houses of the Legislature of Quebec; and both those
Languages shall be used in the respective Records and Journals
of those Houses; and either of those Languages may be used
by any Person or in any Pleading or Process in or issuing from
any Court of Canada established under this Act, and in or from
all or any of the Courts of Quebec".
"The Acts of the Parliament of Canada and of the Legislature of
Quebec shall be printed and published in both those Languages".
In answer to a question on the floor of the House, Mr. St. Laurent,
the then Minister of Justice, said that s. 133 could "legally" be amended
without provincial consent. However, he felt that a better guarantee than
s. 133 was to be found "in that respect, for those who have been formed under
the principles of British freedom and British fair play, to protect what are
our essential rights" (10).

(8)

(1867) 30-31 Vict. c. 3 (U.K.) Subsequently referred to as the B.N.A. Act.

(9)

R. MacGregor DAWSON, The Government of Canada, 4th ed. revised by
Norman Ward, Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1964, Chapter 4; H.
McD. CLOKIE, Problems of the Canadian Constitution, (1942)

Can. Bar

Rev. 395-429 and 817-840, 821; G.A. STUART, Our Constitution Outside the
B.N.A. Act, (1925) 3 Can. Bar Rev. 69
(10)

Can. H. of C. Debates, June 18, 1946,
length by DAWSON, op. cit., 134 and
tional Amendment in Canada, Toronto,
215. See pp. 120, 168 and 214-217 as to

2621-22. This passage is quoted at
by Paul GERIN-LAJOIE, ConstituUniversity of Toronto Press, 1950,
the relevancy of this statement.
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As concerns the Federal Parliament, language rights are entrenched.
When the Federal Government was given jurisdiction to amend its own Constitution, it was expressly precluded for the Federal Parliament to be competent to amend "as regards the use of the English or French language" (11).
However, there is no such express provision for the Provinces which can
amend their own Constitutions "except as regards the Office of Lieutenant
Governor" (s. 92, head 1). Can the Quebec Legislature declare the Province
to be unilingual (12)? Are language rights within the amendable part of the
Constitution of the Province of Quebec? If s. 133 proscribes Quebec's competence to amend language rights, then what is the juridical basis in which
such proscription can be grounded? It would seem that unilateral Provincial
legislation affecting the guarantee in s. 133 would be ultra vires for at least
two major reasons. Firstly, because s. 133 is fundamental law which cannot
be unilaterally altered by a Provincial Legislature, and secondly, because
it would trench on Criminal Procedure which is under exclusive Federal
jurisdiction by s. 91, head 27 of the B.N.A. Act.
Section 1. The Guarantee in Fundamental Law.
Fundamental law can be described as a technical term which is generally applied to some aspect of a written constitution that is entrenched.
In this respect a law is fundamental when it cannot be amended or repealed
by the ordinary legislative procedure. Normally, this principle is related to
judicial review so that the validity of legislative enactments can be challenged
and ruled upon in accordance with the provisions of fundamental law (13). For
the purposes of this paper, fundamental law can be defined as that collection
of Canadian constitutional law which cannot be unilaterally altered by a
particular legislative body. If, however, the legislative body does enact legislation contrary to this fundamental law, the courts can rule the enactment
to be ultra vires.
In this sense to alter s. 133 of the B.N.A. Act in relation to language
rights on the federal level would require an Act of the United Kingdom
Parliament. And, the procedure would be similar for amendment of these
rights as concerns Quebec. Another example of entrenchment is found in
s. 137 of the South Africa Act (14), which secured the provisions making Africaans and English the official languages of that state. To amend s. 137 requires
a special legislative procedure. The enactment must be passed by a two-

13 Geo. VI, c. 81. Now s. 91 head 1.

(11)

B.N.A. (No. 2) Act, (1949)

(12)

As regards language rights, Manitoba was placed on the same footing as
Quebec. Professor Scott noted that "if the Manitoba law of 1890 establishing
English as the sole official language was valid, then there is no security
for the English language" in Quebec. (F.R. SCOTT, Civil Liberties and
Canadian Federalism, Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1959, 32). The
validity of the Manitoba legislation is examined infra.

(13)

See, Sir W. Ivor JENNINGS, The Law and the Constitution, 5th ed., London, University of London Press, 1960, 62 ff.; J.W. GOUGH, Fundamental
Law in English Constitutional History, Oxford, the Clarendon Press, 1955,
2; and, W.S. TARNOPOLSKY, The Canadian Bill of Rights, Toronto, The
Carswell Company, 1966, 66 ff.

(14)

(1909)

9 Edw. VII, C. 9 (U.K.)
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thirds majority of the members of both Houses of Parliament sitting together (15).
Whereas the restriction on the Federal Parliament to alter s. 133
is express, the same hindrance applies to the Quebec Legislature in which
case the restriction is implicit (16). However, in both instances the proscription
has the same force of law. Mr. St. Laurent referred to s. 133 as a "fundamental"
principle(17). Paul G6rin-Lajoie acknowledged the power of the provincial
legislatures to amend their respective "state structures and machinery" but
"save the Office of Lieutenant Governor and Subject to certain specific
checks and restrictions" (18). One restriction is s. 133(19), although the status
of the English and French languages in Quebec is the exclusive responsibility
of the Quebec Legislature (20).
Contrarily, the guarantees of s. 133 can be explained away vis-A-vis
the Provincial Legislature by holding that the section was only a transitory
one in its provincial aspect. That, since Quebec was a new Province, it had
to be given a language, the presumption being that English was to be the
language for Ontario and the other provinces. Or, it can perhaps be maintained
that in 1867 it was assumed that the section need not be entrenched, due to
the Federal power enabling disallowance of provincial legislation. However,
in order to attempt to show that s. 133 is indeed fundamental law, we shall
examine this proposition under two heads A) The construction of s. 133,
and B) The intention of the legislators.

A.

The construction of s. 133.

Section 133 of the B.N.A. Act guarantees language rights in only two
aspects of Canadian life - in Parliament and the Quebec Legislature and in
the Federal and Quebec Courts. A similar provision is found in the constitu-

(15)

(16)

(17)

For comment on s. 137, see W.F. Gilbert DOLD and C.P. JOUBERT, The
Union of South Africa: The Development of its Laws and Constitution, The
British Commonwealth Series Vol. 5, 'London, Stevens and Sons, 1955,
57 ff.
The Fulton-Favreau Formula in s.2 would have entrenched language rights
in the Constitution of Canada, requiring the consent of all the provinces
for any amendment of s.133. There was, however, no provision to formally
entrench language rights in its provincial aspect.
Can. H. of C. Debates, October 17, 1949, 834

(18)

GERIN-LAJOIE, op. cit., 41

(19)

ibid. footnote 3

(20)

ibid. 169. Section 91 s.s.1 of the B.N.A. Act permits the 'Legislature in each
Province to make laws as to- "The Amendment from Time to Time, notwithstanding anything in this Act, of the Constitution of the Province, except
as regards the Office of Lieutenant Governor". However, it would seem
that the B.N.A. Act entrenches language rights in Quebec at least to the
extent of the provisions of s.133, that is, as to the Legislature and the
Courts. But outside the limits of s.133 the Legislature is free to act, so
that, the Order-in-Council (No. 683 on Food Regulations, Que. Off. Gaz.,
1967, Vol. 99, no. 15, April 15, 1967, art. 38, pp. 2512-13) making it mandatory
for all food labels to be printed in French and giving French the same
prominence as any other language used, is intra vires with regards to its
effect on the status of language in Quebec.
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tion of many bilingual or pluringual states (21). Other constitutions are often
more precise as to these -rights(22), whereas the framers of the B.N.A Act
were content to expressly guarantee linguistic rights on a very narrow base.
Act? Why were these essential
Why the meagre provisions in the B.A.
rights not guaranteed in other institutions ? The answer to these questions
can be had if we first examine where and how the French language was
threatened.
The Royal Proclamation of 1763 did not expressly make English the
sole language of the Colony. However, the subtitution of the Common Law
of England for the Coutume de Paris probably would have had this result
had the Quebec Act (23) not restored French customs and usages.
In 1791 the Constitutional Act (24) divided Canada into two provinces.
From the very first meeting of the Legislature of Lower Canada, there was
an attempt to proscribe the use of the French language in the House. The
English in the Province numbered about 10,000 in a total population of
156,000 (25). The sixteen English members of the House, out of a total of fifty,
were generally elected by French speaking constituents. The conflict arose
over the bilingual qualifications of the Speaker to be elected. The English
representatives proposed Grant, McGill and Jordan, who were all bilingual;
however, Jean-Antoine ,Panet, who by his own admission was imperfect in
English, was elected by a vote of 32 to 18 (26).

(21)

(22)

(23)

For example see-Finland, Art. 14 of the Constitution and Art. 88 of the
Diet Act of January 13, 1928. Both Finnish and Swedish are Official
Languages. (Most constitutions are reproduced by Amos J. PEASLEE,
Constitutions of Nations, 3 vols. 2nd ed. 1956) In Malta, the problem was
complicated by the use of three languages - English, Italian and Maltese.
Debates in the Parliament are recorded in either of the Official Languages
English or Italian - at the option of the Speaker, but Maltese can
also be used as a language in Idebates. Italian is the Official Language in
the courts. (C.J. COLOMBOS, The Constitution of Malta, (1925) 7 J. COMP.
Leg. 3rd ser. 91, 93-94); also, Switzerland, see McRAE, op. cit. 23-26 and
31-33. French, German and Italian are Official in the bicameral Federal
Assembly and at the Federal Tribunal. In the Assembly Italian is generally
the language of translation. At the cantonal level the number of official
languages in the government and tribunals follows the principle of the
linguistic sovereignty of the cantons. The problem is further complicated
insofar as Romansch is a national language, so that in the Canton of
Grisons a translation of the judgment is given in this language if necessary.
Section 137 of the South Africa Act states that: "Both the English and
Dutch languages shall be official languages of the Union, and shall be
treated on a footing of equality, and possess and enjoy equal freedom,
rights and privileges; all records, journals, and proceedings of Parliament
shall be kept in both languages, and all Bills, Acts, and notices of general
public importance or interest issued by the Government of the Union
shall be in both languages". Section 1 of the Official Languages of the
Union Act (No. 8, 1925) provided that the word "Dutch" includes "Africaans", with retrospective effect from May 31, 1910.
(1774) 14 Geo. III, c. 83 (U.K.) The status of the French language between 1763 and 1774 is examined infra.

(24)

(1791) 31 Geo. III, c. 31.

(25)

These figures are cited by Mason WADE, The French Canadians 17601945, Toronto, The MacMillan Co. of Canada, 1955, 94.

(26)

ibid., 95. Pierre-Louis Panet, a cousin of the nominee for Speaker, with
another French member, voted with the English. "It is absolutely necessary,"
he said, "for the Canadians to adopt the English Language in time, for
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The next clash was concerned with what was to be the official language in the Legislature. When a resolution was introduced to publish the
Journals of the House in both languages, this was treated as a rebellion
against the mother country. A three day debate ensued on John Richardson's
amendment that the official text of the Journals should be the English version. Finally a compromise measure was adopted. Members could bring up
a Bill in either language, but before being read, the Clerk of the House was
to draw it up in both languages. It was agreed that Bills relating to the
criminal law and the Protestant clergy were to be introduced in English,
whereas Bills bearing on the Civil Law were to be introduced in French.
The enactment of all Bills, however, was to be in the English language (27).
The next official threat to French language rights in the Legislature
was in the Proposed Act of Union of 1822. This Act would have required
that:
"...

all written proceedings of what nature soever... and at the

end of the space of fifteen years from and after the passing of
this Act, all debates in the said Legislative Council or in the said
Assembly, shall be carried on in the English language and none
other (28).

This was a harsh proposal because it would have even forced debates
to be held in English. However, the Proposed Act was subsequently withdrawn because of French Canadian opposition and disinterest on the part of
Upper Canada. There was a lull in the controversial struggle, but not for
long.
Lord Durham's Report had recommended the union of Upper and
Lower Canada, the expectation being that it would result in a "complete
amalgamation of peoples, races, languages, and laws" (29). To further this end,
the following provision was written into s.41 of the Union Act of 1840 (30):
"And be it enacted that from and after the said reunion of the
said two Provinces, all writs, proclamations, instruments for summoning and calling together the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of the Province of Canada and for proroguing
and dissolving the same, and all writs of summons and election,
and all writs and public instruments whatsoever relating to the
said Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly or either of
them, and all returns to such writs and instruments, and all

this is the sole means to banish the antipathy and the suspicion which the
diversity of language will maintain between two peoples united by circumstances and forced to live together". While awaiting this event, he
suggested that it would only be decent to have a Speaker who could speak
English when addressing the King's representatives.
(27)

ibid., 94-96. Parliamentary Debates on the subject of the Confederation of
the British North American Provinces (Quebec, 1865, reprinted Ottawa,
1951) 607

(28)

W.P.M. KENNEDY, Statutes, Treaties and Documents of the Canadian

(29)
(30)

Constitution 1713-1929, 'London, Oxford University Press, 1930, 247.
DAWSON, op. cit., 15. The Report is given in a summary fashion on
pp. 13-16.
(1840) 3-4 Vict., c. 35 "An Act to re-unite the Provinces of Upper and
Lower Canada, and for the government of Canada."
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journals, entries, and written or printed proceedings of what nature
soever of the said Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly
and each of them respectively, and all written or printed proceedings and reports of committees of the said Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly, shall be in the English language
only: Provided always, that this enactment shall not be construed
to prevent translated copies of any such documents being made,
but no such copy shall be kept among the records of the Legislative Council or Legislative Assembly, or be deemed in any case
to have the force of an original record" (31).
As concerns written documents French was to be the language of translation,
and unofficial at that. Lord John Russell explained, however, that this section
only referred to the English language as a language of "original record" (32).
There was no provision against the use of French in legislative debates, and
it was used as such from the first sitting, where the Speaker was a French
Canadian.
In the new Assembly the rules of procedure provided for copies of
the House Journal to be translated into French, and that after a motion was
seconded, it was to be read in English and French before being debated (33).
Subsequently, an act was passed to provide for translation of the laws of
the Province and of Imperial enactments relating to the province. This Act (34)
declared that since it was "just and expedient", the aforementioned laws and
enactments were to be translated by a "competent person, versed in legal knowledge and having received a classical French education" as well as having a
sufficient knowledge of English. The translation was to be distributed to the
French speaking inhabitants of the Province, just as the English version was
distributed to English speaking persons. However, the English version remained
the sole Official text.
In the 1844-45 session the question of language came to a head. The
Speaker, following the rule laid down in s.41 of the Union Act, felt bound
to refuse a motion presented in French and he was upheld by the House. To
obtain some semblance of unity, an address was sent to the Queen, praying
for the repeal of s. 41. The restriction on the use of the French language in
the Legislature was repealed. Lord Elgin announced the news to the House
on January 18, 1848 (35). Yet, in 1859, just eight years before Confederation,
on the occasion of providing for the consolidation of the statutes of Upper
Canada, it was deemed unnecessary to translate them into French although

(31)

Italics added.

(32)

Maurice OLLIVIER, British North America Acts and Selected Statutes
1867-1962, Ottawa, The Queen's Printer, 1962, 23.

(33)

Standing Rules and Regulations of the Legislative Assembly of Canada
(Kingston, 1841). The relevant sections are also cited and commented on
by - Mardchal NANTEL, La langue francaise au Palais, (1945) 5 R. du B.
201, 212-213.
(1841) 4-5 Vict., c. 11. An Act to Provide for the Translation into the French
Language of the Laws of this Province and for other Purposes Connected
Therewith.
The Union Act Amendment Act, (1848) 11-12 Vict., c. 56. The Act passed
without protest except for that of Lord Stanley in the House of Lords, who
stated that official recognition of the French language would constitute
"a barrier between two portions of the country". (KENNEDY, op. cit.,
533, note)

(34)

(35)
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the Governor could, at his discretion provide for a translation later (36). Lord
Durham's suggestion on the establishment in Canada of "an English population
with English laws and language ... and to trust government to none but a
decidedly English legislature" (37) - was not forgotten.
Parallel with this threat on the right to use the French language on
the legislative level, was an attempt to restrict the use of French in the courts.
At the time of cession, there was a toleration to the extent that in 1761 an
Englishman suing in a Quebec Court had to get the charge translated into
French. Furthermore, he was to reply in French because that was the Law
of the country - all this in a British Court, conducted by British Officers (38).
However, when the policy became one of Anglicizing the Colony, one suggestion for making the populace English was to enact "that all suits in our Courts
shall be carried on in English after a certain number of years" (39). A statute
was never passed to this effect, but it seems that the use of the French language in the Courts was constantly under harassment.
In 1785 an Ordinance (40) was passed which required that in proceedings in an action for more than £ 10 Sterling the Judge under s.1 could grant
an order "whereby the Plaintiff may have and obtain from the Clerk of the
Court a Writ of Summons in the Language of the Defendant". Section 36 stated
that for suits under £ 10 the Clerk was to write "out a Summons in the Language of the Defendant". This Ordinance was repealed in 1801 (41) but it caused
many difficulties as to the usage of French in the Courts.
In Roi v. Talon (42) the Crown attempted to evict a certain Pierre Talon who had illegally occupied government land. By way of a preliminary
exception, the defendant pleaded that the summons was invalid, insofar, that
as it was drafted in the French language it was not in the language of the
Sovereign. Furthermore, it was claimed that since the 1785 Ordinance had
been repealed, no distinction was to be made, and all writs had to be issued
in English. The Crown maintained that "...notwithstanding the repeal of the Ordinance of 1785, the
French language must be received in conducting legal proceedings, it being recognized by the law of the land, and by the
practice of the Courts in this Country since the conquest thereof
has been in constant use" (43).
Mr. Justice Reid for the Court accepted the Crown argument. He stated that
the French language was used by the King in communicating with his sub-

(36)

(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)

An Act Respecting the Consolidated Statutes for Upper Canada,

(1859)

22 Vict., c. 30
KENNEDY, op. cit., 533, note.
WADE, op. cit., 51.
'Letter of Finlay to Nepean, February 9, 1789 cited by Adam SHORTT and
Arthur G. DOUGHTY, The Constitutional History of Canada 1759-1791, Vol.
2., Ottawa, Queen's Printer, 1918, 961.
(1785) 25 Geo. III., c. 2.

(41)

(1801) 41 Geo. III., c. 7.

(42)

An unreported case of the Court of Superior Jurisdiction sitting at Montreal
in 1813 - Monk C.J. and Panet, Ogden and Reid JJ. Discussed by NANTEL,
op. cit., 202-204.

(43)

ibid., 204
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jects as well as in his executive and legislative capacity, and that the Courts
had used the French language before and after the 1785 Ordinance. The defendant, it was held, could not plead that it was contrary to procedure to be sued
in the language of his country. In a similar case decided in 1825 by Bowen J.
at Kamouraska an action was dismissed. This latter decision provoked a great
deal of controversy and it was something of a cause c6lbre in its day (44).
Again, in 1827, a case was decided contrary to Roi v. Talon. In Hamel
v. Joseph (45) an inhabitant of the parish of Berthier brought an action against
a merchant of the same place. The defendant pleaded an exception to the form,
contending that the writ of summons should have been issued in the English
language. Mr. Justice Pike, accepting the defendant's plea, dismissed the case,
supporting himself on the repealed Ordinance of 1785.
The above cases would indicate that there were annoying assaults, to say
the least, on the use of the French language in the courts.-That these defences,
based on the denial of French as official in the Courts, were a recurring phenomenon is perhaps borne out in Regina v. Pitre Chouinard(46). The defendant
was indicted on a criminal charge of fraudulently converting or transferring
property. The case was tried in 1878, well after s. 133 of the B.N.A. Act supposedly guaranteed both English and French in the Courts of Quebec. However, the defendant pleaded that there was no valid indictment insofar as it
had been drawn up in the French language - a language which, he claimed,
was prohibited from being used in indictments by the laws in force in Canada.
The Appeal Court, of course, unanimously rejected this objection. It is difficult
to imagine why this objection was pleaded by the defence, unless one assumes
that similar objections were at times (perhaps in inferior courts) received favourably.
In McGibbon v. Abbott (47) a will had been made in 1868 in the
English language and phrased in English legal terminology. The Privy Council laid down that the will was to be interpreted according to the laws of
the Province of Quebec with regard to the portion of the estate that was
situated in Quebec. Their Lordships explained that an earlier decision, Martin v. Lee (48), did not say that if a will was written in English it was to
be interpreted in terms of English law. It seems quite surprising that as late
as 1885 the Courts had to decide that Civil Law applied to English speaking
Quebecers (49).

(44)

An unreported case cited by NANTEL, op. cit., 205, Mr. Nantel says that
this was an isolated case - but see note 45 infra.

(45)

Hamel v. Joseph
400. (K.B.)

(46)

Regina v. Pitre Chouinard, (1878)

(47)

McGibbon v. Abbott, (1885) 8 L.N. 267 (Privy Council)

(48)

ibid., 269. Martin v. Lee, (1861) 11 L.C.R. 84 (Privy Council) See too Dame Bayer v. Montreal Trust Company, (1953) S.C. 89 Challies J., as he
then was, reviews the relevant jurisprudence on this point.

(49)

The following observation from a pre-Confederation commentator is interesting as regards the effect of Civil Law on English speaking Quebecers.
Stressing the importance of translating the Civil Law into English, he
remarked ' En effet, n'est-il pas tonnant que depuis plus de cinquante ans que
la Coutume de Paris gouverne les intdr~ts de colons britanniques,

(1847-48)

3 Revue de lgislation et de jurisprudence,
4 Q.L.R. 220 (Q.B. Appeal Side)
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The difficulties which arose over the use of the French language in
the Legislature and in the Courts undoubtedly affected the French Canadians
at Confederation. They wanted some sort of guarantee for their language.
The original concept, which eventually evolved into s. 133 of the B.N.A. Act
was revised many times. At the Quebec Conference the Honourable Mr.
Galt moved:
"That in the General Legislature and in its proceedings, the English and French languages may be both especially employed.
And also in the Local Legislature of Lower Canada and in Federal and Local Courts of Lower Canada"(50).
It seems that the guarantee in this resolution would have been limited
to Federal Courts in Quebec. Also, the use of the permissive word "may"
would have probably meant that the majority in Parliament or in the Quebec
Legislature could have enacted that the "proceedings" be printed in only
one language. This was incorporated into the Quebec Resolutions as No. 46,
which stated :
"Both the English and French languages may be employed in the
general Parliament and its proceedings, and in the Local Legislature of Lower Canada, and also in the Federal Courts and in the
Courts of Lower Canada" (51).
Worrying about the equal status of both languages it was suggested
at the 1865 Parliamentary Debates by Mr. Geoffrion that the word "shall"
be substituted for the word "may" (52).
Subsequently, a rough draft of the section varied the phrase on the
Courts to read - "in the Courts of the Confederation which may be established
under this Act" (53). The word "may" remained in the text. In the First Draft
of a Bill the section now stated:
"43. Either the English or the French Language may be used
by any Person in the Debates of the Houses of Parliament of the

(50)
(51)

l'on ait n6glig6 de leur en rendre le texte intelligible, en le traduisant
dans leur langue *.
And further on, it was not only out of charity that he envisaged this
necessity but also because d ... ont n~glig& un moyen si n~cessaire h la conservation de l'une
de nos institutions les plus chores."
Coutume de Paris, ndcessitj de la traduire en anglais, (1846-47) 2 Revue
de legislation et de jurisprudence, 175 at 175-76.
He cheerfully reported in a subsequent issue that a translation by Mr. N.B.
Doucet had been published (ibid., 269)
Italics added. Joseph POPE, ed., Confederation Documents, Toronto, The
Carswell Co., 1895, 33.
ibid., 107. Italics added. The resolution cited on p. 107 by Pope is Resolution
No. 45 which was adopted at the Westminister Palace Hotel in London on
December 4, 1866. However both this and the Quebec Resolution were
exactly the same.

(52)

Mr. Geoffrion pointed out that if the word "may" remained in the
endangered the use of the French language - "... so that if the
majority decide that the Votes and Proceedings and Bills of the
shall be printed only in English, nothing can prevent the enactment
effect". (Parliamentary Debates 1865, op. cit., 779)

(53)

Rough draft at a Conference -

December 4, 1866, POPE, op. cit., 135.

text it
British
House
taking
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United Colony, and of the Houses of the Provincial Assembly of
Lower Canada, and either or both of those Languages may be
used in the respective Records and Journals of the Houses, and
either of those Languages may be used by any Person or in
any Pleading or Process in or issuing from any Court of the
United Colony, and in or from all or any of the Provincial Courts
of Lower Canada" (54).
It was questioned whether, as to the Courts of the United Colony,
this should not be confined to such Courts that may sit in Quebec (55). If the
intention was to confine language rights to Federal Courts in Quebec and
considering that the word "may" subsisted in the text, the section would be
devoid of any real guarantees for the French language on the federal level.
Similarly, there would be no guarantee of English language rights in the
Provincial Legislature.
In the third draft "may" was replaced by "shall" in the phrase, "shall
be used in the respective records and journals..." (56). The language provision
as to Courts remained applicable to "any" Court of Canada. The fourth
draft (57) and the revision of February 7, 1867 (58) precised that either language could be used in "any Court of Canada, established under this Act" (59).
Except for the provision in these latter drafts, that the Acts of Parliament
and the Quebec Legislature shall be printed in separate English and French
volumes, the text of these drafts became s. 133 of the B.N.A. Act without
variation (60). That is, language rights were guaranteed in Parliament and
the Quebec Legislature and in Federal and Quebec Courts. Perhaps it can
be explained why these guarantees applied to only two institutions.
When the British North American Colonies began negotiating for
confederation, it was assumed from the outset that both languages "would
have to be permitted for at least certain minimum purposes, 'and no s~ri6us
opposition to bilingualism arose in any quarter"(61). The members of the
Legislative Assembly were politicians and often lawyers. Consequently,- Vhen
they wanted to provide for guarantees of the French language, it i m6st
natural that they should have sought to first protect those institutions that
had officially or semi-officially reacted against the use of French that is,
the Legislatures and the Courts. Language restrictions in these institutions
would have impressed the French Canadian legislators most, due to their

(54)

ibid., 156. Italics added.

(55)

ibid.

('56)

ibid., 175-176.

(57)

ibid., 210.

(58)

ibid., 243-244.

(59)

Actually the fourth draft used the word "created" so that the change to
the word "established" in the revision was probably just a matter of diction.

(60)

See infra for comment on the printing of the Parliamentary and Legislative
Acts today.

(61)

Norman WARD, Parliamentary Bilingualism in
Parliamentary Affairs, 155.

Canada, (1956-57)
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proximity to the problem as lawyers, or legislators, or as was often the case,
as lawyer/legislators (62).
The protection of the laws and customs of French Canada has been
linked to the protection and safeguarding of French Canadian society and
the French language. After stressing the importance of language and laws
to a peoples, Mar~chal Nantel concluded:
"Ainsi la th6orie du droit international qui permettait aux habitants de la Nouvelle-France de garder intactes leurs lois et leurs
coutumes, s'6tendait avec non moins de force A leur langue" (63).
Once law is extended to be a protector of
and of a language, it is axiomatic that the Courts
first be guaranteed the use of that language. For
will aid in the preservation of the language (64).
Confederation, no serious hindrances were placed
in British North American Schools(65), so that
thought unnecessary.

a society, of a culture
and the Legislatures must
it is these institutions that
We can note that before
on French language rights
guarantees were probably

Confederation was a political agreement. It is interesting to compare
this agreement as to the provisions in s. 133 of the B.N.A. Act with the South
African experience. The language problem was as acute in South Africa as
in Canada, if not more so. It threatened at one time to break up the Convention that was discussing the proposed Union:
"The Orange River Colony delegates, especially Steyn and Hertzog, would not rest content with a weak clause on the lines of
section 133 of the Canadian Constitution, simply permitting use

(62)

(63)

In the Parliamentary Debates 1865, op. cit., the Sol. Gen. Langevin saw
it as a new advantage that under Confederation French was to be spoken
in the Federal Courts, an advantage that was not enjoyed when pleading
before the U.K. Court of Appeals (p. 782). Mr. De Niverville, thought that
French would be more in vogue after Confederation since it would be
spoken in the "local legislatures" and also in the new courts to be established
in Canada (p. 950). See also pp. 779-780 and 785-786.
NANTEL, op. cit., 210. See also notes 39 and 49 supra; Pierre AZARD,
Le droit qu6becois, pice maitresse de la civilisation Canadienne-Frangaise,
(1963) 5 Cahiers de Droit 7; and by the same author, Contribution frangaise d la ddfense de l'autonomie du droit qu6becois, (1961) 38 Thdmis 122.

(64)

Admittedly heads 13 and 14 of s. 92 of the B.N.A. Act put civil law squarely
within provincial jurisdiction. On the provincial level the French Canadians
could have no doubt protected their language rights because of. their
predominance in Quebec. However, the law as a protector of the French
language would have been weakened had the Federal Parliament and the
Federal Courts in Quebec and elsewhere been prohibited the use of French.

(65)

It had been suggested in a letter from Finlay to Nepean (February 9,
1789), that one method of Anglicizing Quebec was to introduce the English
language in free schools (SHORTT and DOUGHTY, op. cit., 961) However,
although this was tried under the Royal Institutions for the Advancement
of Learning, the project of "6coles royales" was a failure in French Canada
and it was abandoned. (Rapport de la commission royale d'enqute sur
1'enseignement, Quebec, 1963, Vol. 1, 5) Legal restrictions on the use of
French in schools outside Quebec were only imposed after Confederation,
see infra.
The protection sought in s. 93 of the B.N.A. Act was for denominational
schools, see infra. Also, Ren6 HURTUBISE, La confessianalitd de notre
systyme scolaire et les garanties constitutionnelles, (1962-63) R. du N. 167.
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of either English or Dutch in Parliament or in the courts: they
demanded absolute equality of the two languages..." (66).
Section 137 of the South Africa Act put both languages on a "footing of equality", something that was suggested but never obtained for s. 133
of the B.N.A. Act (67).
The French Canadian representatives at Confederation probably got
the best compromise they could obtain in s. 133 (68). The successive changes
in the drafts of the section from the 46th Resolution at Quebec to the final
draft of s. 133, outlined above, attest that there was serious bargaining. French
Canadian representatives, unlike the Boers of South Africa, were unwilling
or unable to jeopardize Confederation over language rights. And, English
Canadians probably considered their concessions to be over generous (69).
B.

The intention of the legislators.

That the legislators intended s. 133 of the B.N.A. Act to be fundamental law, within the ambit of our above stated definition, is evident from
the 1865 Parliamentary Debates and from Lord Carnavon's speech in the
House of Lords (70).

(66)

Italics added. H. R. HAHLO and Ellison KAHN, The Union of South Africa:
The Development of its Laws and Constitution, The British Commonwealth
Series, Vol. 5, London, Stevens and Sons. 1960, 125. Note, that this book
has the same title, volume number, publisher and is in the same series
as the book cited in note 15, supra. However, the date of publication and
the authors differ.

(67)

Section 137 of the South Africa Act is set out at note 22, supra. During the
Parliamentary Debates 1865, op. cit., Mr. Geoffrion urged that a clause be
inserted in the resolutions "declaring that the French language shall be
on the same footing as the English language", because he felt that the
guarantee in the resolutions "amounts to nothing". (p. 780) His attitude
was prophetic of that which the Boers were to take a little over forty
years later.

(t;8)

In New Brunswick prior to Confederation, "it had been proposed, not that
r'Tench should be permitted in the legislature, but simply that a French
translation of the debates should be printed. S. L. Tilley, who led the New
brunswick delegation to the Quebec Conference, had rejected this proposal
un the grounds that the Gaelic, Welsh, and German minorities in the province
nad just as much right as the French to a translation in their own language"
tD. G. CREIGHTON, The Myth of Biculturalism, Saturday Night, Vol. 81No. 9, September 1966, 31 at pp. 37-38).

(69)

After the French language schools in Manitoba and Ontario were closed.
he customary answer to any imputation of unfairness to the Frencl
minority was "... that Quebec has been showered with favours, indeed has
been indulged far too much, and that the linguistic concessions of 1774
and 1867, by which the use of French is permitted in the Dominion Par
liament, the Supreme Court, and in the Legislature, the courts, and the
senools of Quebec, far outweigh any possible injustice that may have been
done". (P. F. MORLEY, Bridging the Chasm: A Study of the OntarioQuebec Question, Toronto, J. M. Dent & Sons, 1919, 46-47)

(70)

On the use of extrinsic aids see generally, Bora LASKIN, Canadian
Constitutional Law, 2nd ed., Toronto, The Carswell Company, 1960, at p.
148 ff., and the references cited therein. Also, A. G. Canada v. Reader's
Digest Association (Canada Ltd.) (1961) S.C.R. 775.
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Two statements made during the Debates are here set out verbatim
so that their import can be fully appreciated. The Attorney General (West)
MacDonald stated :
"I desire to say that.., as it stands just now the majority governs;
but in order to cure this, it was agreed at the Conference to
embody the provision in the Imperial Act. This was proposed
by the Canadian Government, for fear an accident might arise
subsequently, and it was assented to by the deputation from
each province that the use of the French language should form
one of the principles on upon which the Confederation should
be established, and that its use, as at present, should be guaranteed by the Imperial Act" (71).
He was immediately followed by the Attorney General (East) Cartier, who explained that the language section was also to protect the English
minority in the Quebec Legislature. And he continued that:
"The members of the Conference were desirous that it should
not be in the power of that majority to decree the abolition of
the use of the English language in the Local Legislature of
Lower Canada, anymore than it will be in the power of the
Federal legislature to do so with respect to the French language,
I will also add that the use of both languages will be secured in
the Imperial Act to be based on these resolutions" (72).
indicate unequivocally that it was the intention
These statements
of the legislators to entrench language rights in s. 133 of the B.N.A. Act, on
the Federal level and in Quebec.
In presenting the Bill to the House of Lords, Lord Carnavon explained
that the division of powers had been effected by a fourfold classification.
The first two categories concerned the exclusive powers given to the Federal Parliament and the Provincial Legislatures, which would be ss. 91
and 92. The third category were subjects of concurrent legislation immigration, agriculture and public works. The fourth classification concerned
a particular question that was dealt with exceptionally (73). Section 133 was

The Courts -have often ruled extrinsic aids inadmissible, yet we find
the Courts using these same aids. With reference to the Debates and Lord
Carnavon's Speech the following examples can be cited. Gwynne J. quotes
extensively from both the ParliamentaryDebates 1865 and Lord Carnavon's
speech in In re Provincial Jurisdiction to pass Prohibitory Liquor Laws,
(1895) 24 S.C.R. 170 at pp. 206-207 and 209-210. In Maher v. Town of
Portland, (1874) 2 Cart. 486n, more fully reported in WHEELER, Confederation Law of Canada, 362 ff., cited in LASKIN, op. cit., 150, James
L.J. in the Privy Council stated that - "We shall not be influenced by
anything" said by Lord Carnavon when he introduced the B.N.A. Act in
the House of Lords. However, in In re The Regulation and Control of
Aeronautics in Canada, (1932) A. C. 54, Lord Sankey at pp. 70-71, obviously
had read Lord Carnavon's speech because he set down a few lines which
are too similar to the latter's speech, to be of mere co-incidence. The
comparison can easily be made in LASKIN, op. cit., 26-27.
(71)

Parliamentary Debates 1865, op. cit., 944.

(72)

ibid., 945.

(73)

Lord Carnavon's speech is cited in part by. SENATE OF CANADA, Report
on the British North America Act, 1939, Annex 4, 76-77.
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a particular question dealt with under "Miscellaneous Provisions" in Part IX
of the B.N.A. Act.
Part IX treats two types of provisions: those that are under the
heading "General" in sections 127 to 133 inclusive; and, those under the
heading "Ontario and Quebec" in sections 134-144 inclusive (74). Under the
"General" division, the provinces were given a restricted jurisdiction in s. 129
and this jurisdiction is specifically stated (75). In the "Ontario and Quebec"
division we have a series of transitory provisions applying to these Provinces.
Most of these sections are spent or probably spent (76). If the intention had
been to give Quebec intra provincial jurisdiction in s. 133 or if it was to be
of a transitory nature provincially, it would seem that the phrase "until
the Legislature of Quebec otherwise provides" or some other suitable
wording would have been included in the section.
If we read s. 133 omitting the reference to Quebec, what would have
*been the official language in the Province? When The Constitutional Act of
1791 divided Quebec into the provinces of Upper and Lower Canada, all
former laws continued in existence unless varied and nothing was stated
about language. After 1791 Lower Canada had two official languages and
the Legislature had the jurisdiction to enact legislation as concerns language (77). The situation was analogous in 1867 except that the provinces of
Ontario and Quebec were created from the former Province of Canada.
If reference was not made to Quebec in s. 133, then the customary languages
that is, both the English and French lanwould continue to be lawful guages. Consequently, the reference to Quebec in s. 133 must sensibly have
been meant to entrench language rights, or else this reference is otiose.
The legislators stated expressly that language rights were to be guaranteed and entrenched for Quebec, and the construction of the B.NRA. Act
implicitly affirms their intention.
Section 2.

The Guarantee in Criminal Law.

Protecting language rights by application of s.91 head 27 of the
B.NRNA Act which relates to criminal law may perhaps seem odd, but not if
we consider that this provision has also been invoked to protect religious
freedom (78). Section 133 of the B.N.A. Act states that either English or French
"may be used by any Person or in any Pleading or Process in or issuing
from any Court of Canada established under this Act, and in or from all or
any of the Courts of Quebec". And by s. 91 head 27, "the Criminal Law,
except the Constitution of Courts of Criminal Jurisdiction, but including
the Procedure in Criminal matters", is under Federal jurisdiction; whereas,

(74)

In the First Draft of a Bill, the language provision was under the heading
"Language". See supra, note 54.

(75).

Section 129 refers to the continuance of existing laws, courts, officers, etc.

(76)

See sections 134-135 and 139-143.

(77)

See supra as to the language of the Assembly of Lower Canada after the
Constitutional Act 1791, and infra as to the status of French at that time.

(78)

For example, see Birks v. City of Montreal, (1955) S.C.R. 799 and Saumur
v. the City of Quebec, (1953) 2 S.C.R. 299.
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"The Adminstration of Justice in the Province, including the Constitution,
Maintenance and Organization of Provincial Courts" of criminal jurisdiction
is under provincial authority by s. 92 head 14. We are not concerned here
with provincial penal law or with the procedure that would regulate it (79).
Within the confines of s. 91 sub. s.27 and s.92 sub. s. 14, if the use
of language falls under "Procedure in Criminal matters" and not under the
"Administration of Justice", the Quebec Legislature could not alter language
rights with relation to criminal matters because it would be trenching on a
purely Federal competence. Obviously, the framers of the B.N.A. Act could
not have intended a conflict; that is, language can doubtlessly be acted upon
in this sphere by only one authority. Consequently, we must read s. 91 head
27 and s. 92 head 14 together and attempt to interpret one head by the other,
making modifications where required (80).
It was noted not long after Confederation that some sort of conciliation
of the above mentioned heads was necessary (81). Not only is it often difficult
to delineate a distinct line between these heads (82), but jurisprudence has not
been too helpful. As a matter of general policy the Privy Council found it
unwise to attempt any exhaustive definitions of these heads and their Lordships preferred to proceed by deciding concrete questions (83). And, specifically, their Lordships were against outlining, however generally, the Federal limits in s. 91 head 27 (84).
It will be shown, however, that language is within the ambit of criminal
procedure from an examination of - A) What is the administration of justice ? And, B) What is procedure in criminal matters ?
A.

What is the administration of justice?

Before the question was decided, the provinces attempted to regulate
juries sitting on criminal matters, under the guise of administering justice.
Early decisions established that a trial with or without a jury is a question of
criminal procedure and not related to the administration of justice or to the
organization of the courts (85).

(79)

(80)
(81)
(82)
(83)

By s. 92 head 15, the provinces may exclusively make laws for the imposition
of penalties and the enforcement of provincial law made in relation to the
ennumerated heads in s. 92. The breach of a provincial statute is not a
crime within the sense of the "Criminal Law" in head 27 of s. 91. Consequently, provincial legislatures have the authority to regulate procedure
over the penal laws which they have the competence to enact, and which
is not the "Procedure in Criminal matters" referred to in s. 91 sub. s. 27.
See McMurrer v. Jenkins, (1907) 3 E.L.R. (P.E.I.C.A.) 149, 150-151; Pope
v. Griffith, (1872) 16 L.C.J. 169; Ex parte Duncan, (1872) L.C.J. 188.,
Citizens Insurance Company of Canada v. Parsons, (1881-82) 7 A.C. 96, 108-09.
See N. MURPHY, Criminal Law and the B.N.A. Act, (1893) 29 C.L.J. 240.

Also, TAYLOR J., The Official Language of the Courts in Saskatchewan,
(1931) 9 Can. Bar Rev. 277, 283.
W.H.P. CLEMENT, The Law of the Canadian Constitution, 2nd ed., Toronto,

The Carswell Company, 1904, 299.

ProprietaryArticles Trade Association v. A.-G. for Canada, (1931) A.C. 310,

316-17.

(84)

A.-G. for Ontario v. Reciprocal Insurers, (1924) A.C. 328, 343.

(85)

Reg. v. Bradshaw, 2 Cart, 602 (originally reported at 38 U.C.Q., 564); Reg.
v. Plante, (1891) 7 Man. L.R. 53.
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Likewise, it is now settled law that the fixing of the number of grand
jurors (86) and their selection and summoning is a matter of procedure and
thus under Federal jurisdiction (87). The Federal law which refers to and
applies provincial enactments as to jurors is intra vires(88). If Parliament is
content to adopt and use local jury lists, it takes them as they come subject to Parliament's right to intervene at any time with legislation (89).
The right to a mixed jury - of English and French speaking jurors
was established in an enactment applying to the Province of Quebec
in 1864 (90). Under s. 7 of this Act an accused could demand a jury composed
for the one half at least of persons skilled in the language of the defence, if
that language was either English or French. In 1883 the Quebec Legislature
repealed this Act (91). However, the Legislature could only repeal that part
of the statute dealing with the administration of justice or with the organization of the courts, that is, with those sections which were under its exclusive competence. Section 129 of the B.N.A. Act insured that the mixed jury
provision remained in force(92). Consequently, insofar as mixed juries in
criminal matters are concerned, the Quebec Legislature cannot enact that
only one language is official in the Province.
-

In practice, the right of an accused to a mixed jury is extremely important. For in a criminal proceeding "the question is not alone whether substantial justice has been done, but whether justice has been done according
to law" (93). In Regina v. Chamaillard(94) the verdict was vacated and set

aside because a juror, who had declared that he was skilled in French, was
not in fact so skilled. The verdict in Alexander v. R. (95) was quashed by
Rivard J. because the accused was denied a mixed jury. The Court refused
to accept as decisive the Sheriff's contention that it was impossible to find
English speaking jurors in Amos. In Hemapala v. R.(96) the accused was
permitted under the Criminal Procedure Code of Ceylon to choose a jury
from one of three panels - those who could read and write English, Sinhalese

(86)

The Queen v. Cox, (1898) 2 C.C.C. 207.

(87)

The King v. Walton, (1906) 11 C.C.C. 204.

(88)

Regina v. O'Rourke, (1893) 1 O.R. 464.

(89)

In re. Chardler, (1905) 9 O.L.R. (C.A.) 529, 537.

(90)

27-28 Vict., c. 41 (Prov.of Can.).

(91)

46 Viet., c. 16.

(92)

The Queen v. Yancey, (1899) 8 Q. B. 252 as per Mr. Justice Wurtele at p. 254
"...the right to accused persons whose language was either English or
French to have a mixed jury was a matter of criminal procedure and fell
under the exclusive authority and jurisdiction of the Parliament of Canada,
and was therefore beyond the power of the provincial legislature. This particular enactment could not be abrogated by the provincial legislature ...
and is therefore still in force". Applied in Alexander v. R., (1930) 49 K.B.
215 as per Rivard J. at pp. 217-219.
An often quoted statement by Cockburn L.C.J. in Martin v. MacKonochie,
(1877-78) 3 Q.B.D. 730, 775.

(93)
(94)

Regina v. Chamaillard,(1873) 18 L.C.J. 149 (Q.B.).

(95)

Alexander v. R. op. cit.

(96)

Hemapala v. R., (1963)

3 All.E. R. 632 (Ceylon -

P.C.)
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or Tamil. The Privy Council quashed the murder verdict because there
was no solid foundation, in spite of the foreman's assurances, that the English
speaking jurors could understand the evidence given in Sinhalese. The importance of language rights in criminal trials by jury is such that the right is
really remote from the administration of justice (97).
Besides the question of jury trials, the courts have also otherwise qualified provincial authority as it affects the criminal law and criminal procedure. Consequently, we can attempt a descriptive definition so as to delimit
this provincial authority.
Often we can qualify the adminstration of justice as to a material
object - e.g. the erection of a court house. When the object is a moral
entity, such as the establishment of a court, the provinces are limited to
providing the framework of justice. They "regulate and provide for the
whole machinery connected with the administration of justice" (98), such as
the appointment of judges (where not reserved to the Federal government)
and officers of the court When a crime is committed it is the provinces that
put "this machinery of the crininal law into motion" (99), so that a bill of
indictment may be preferred by the Attorney General of the province(100).
It is furthermore incumbent on the provincial legislatures to provide this
"machinery" so that the laws of Parliament can be enforced (101). For example,
it was held that the Public Inquiries Act (102) of British Columbia was intra

vires as being within the adminstration of justice (103). The Lieutenant Governor appointed a commissioner to inquire under this Act as to whether
intoxicating liquors had been brought into the Province. However, once this
framework had been erected, the steps to be taken in prosecutions or other
criminal proceedings in the courts would be under Federal jurisdiction (104).
It would seem, without being facetious, that where language rights are
concerned the Legislature of Quebec has authority, under the administration
of justice, to decide whether the qualifications of a court clerk or a stenographer should include a knowledge of one or both languages. Or, to regulate
the question of language in analagous matters. Whereas the trial language,
and taking trial in its broadest sense, is within the ambit of criminal procedure.

(97)
(98)

The accused's right to a mixed jury has qualifications - see Ir6n~e LAGARDE, Droit p nal canadien, Montreal, Wilson and Lafleur, 1962, 828.
Reference re Adoption Act of Ontario, (1938) S.C.R. 398 as per Duff C.J. at
p. 403, citing Regina v. Bush, 15 O.R. 398.

(99)

Re Clement re Public Inquiries Act (1919) 33 C.C.C. (B.C.C.A.) 119 as per

(100)

See ss. 486-489 in the Criminal Code for other provincial officers who can
prefer an indictment or who must consent to it being preferred.

(101)

Rex v. Prensantanz, (1936)

MacDonald C.J.A. at p. 121.

2 D.L.R. (Man. C.A.) 421, 424. However the

"machinery" was intended "to be limited to the essentials of the constitution

of the Court so as to leave full scope to the Dominion in all matters that are
not necessarily involved in the makeup of the Court.. ." (Prendergast C.J.M.
at p. 424).
(102)

R.S.B.C. 1911, c. 110. Now the Inquiries Act R.S.B.C. 1960, c. 131.

(103)

Re Clement, op. cit.

(104)

Ibid., see pp. 120-21. See also, In re Fred Storgoff, (1945) S.C.R. 526 as per
Tachereau J. at p. 603.
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B.

What is procedure in criminal matters ?

English law, on which Canadian criminal law is largely based, traditionally conceived of language as being part of procedure. In a 1731 statute the English Parliament enacted that:
"...

all writs,

process

and

returns

thereof,

and

proceedings

thereon, and all pleadings, rules, orders, indictments.., verdicts,
prohibitions, certificates, and all patents, charters, pardons, commissions, records judgements... and all proceedings relating
thereunto... and all proceedings whatsoever, in any courts of
justice... which concern the law and the adminstration of justice shall be in the English tongue and language only..." (105).
This statute encompassed language within procedure.
The indictment is the foundation of the record in all criminal cases
and the rule which lays down that it is to be in a particular language is procedural. A provincial legislature cannot vary the procedure for an indictment
which is laid down in the Criminal Code and comes under s.91 head 27 of
the B.N.A. Act (106). Smilarly, the issuing of a warrant or of a writ of summons is unquestionably procedural (107). Also, the language in which the judge
addresses the jury is a matter of procedure (108). Whenever a question arises
as to the use of an interpreter or as to the proceedings where an interpreter
is used, that is, the whole question of language, the matter is seen as procedural (109). The instances cited above are not exhaustive, but the indication
seems clear to the effect that, whenever language meets criminal law, it is
a matter of procedure.
An analysis of jurisprudence indicates that the "Procedure in Criminal
matters" in s. 91 sub. s. 27, means procedure in its widest sense.
The Supreme Court has noted that the divisions in the B.N.A. Act
into substantive law and procedural law (or adjective law) follow that of
the common law - so that, s. 92 head 13 is the substantive law of property
and civil rights, whereas s. 92 head 14 gives the procedural rights in civil
matters. And when we find this distinction in s.91 head 27 it is specifically
provided that both procedural and substantive law are included in the phrase
"Criminal Law" (110). It then necessarily follows that the interpretation given
to the phrase "Criminal Law" will apply equally to the expression "Procedure
in Criminal matters".

(105)

(1731) 4 Geo III, c. 26, s.l. (U.K.). See TAYLOR, op. cit., 278-79.

(106)

Rex v. McPkerson, (1952) 102 C.C.C. 340 (Ont. H.C.).

(107)

A.-G. for Quebec v. A.-G. for Canada, (1945) S.C.R. 600, 603.

(108)
(109)

Rex v. Veuillette, (1919) 32 C.C.C. 126 (Que. C.A.) 130-31 affirmed by the
Supreme Court at (1919) 32 C.C.C. 394.
Re Trepca Mines Ltd., (1960) 3 All Eng. R. 304; Rex v. Lee Kun, (1916)
I K.B. 337 (U.K.) applied in Rex v. Prince (1946) 1 D.L.R. (B.C.C.A.) 659.

(110)

In re Fred Storgoff, op. cit., as per Estey J. at p. 592
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The Privy Council stated that under s. 91 sub. s. 27 of the B.N.A. Act,
"it is ...the criminal law in its widest sense that is reserved"(Ill)

for the

exclusive authority of the Federal Parliament. What this means in practice
can be appreciated from the four propositions laid down by the Privy Council in A.-G. for Canada v. A.-G. for British Columbia(112) as to resolving
jurisdictional conflicts between the Federal Parliament and that of the provincial legislatures. We need only cite here the one proposition which enunciates that the Federal Parliament can provide for matters which, although
normally within provincial jurisdiction, are necessarily incidental to the effective legislation by the Federal Parliament on an enumerated head of s. 91 (113).
Applying this principle in the field of criminal law and procedure it was
decided that to make effective Parliament's criminal legislation: that, even
if it was assumed that the subject matter of juries did not fall within s. 91
head 27, the Federal Parliament could act in this area (114); that, Parliament
could decide that fines were to be paid to a municipal authority rather than
to a provincial government (115); and that, the setting of fees, though normally
a provincial matter, was under Federal jurisdiction (116).
The Federal Parliament has provided, in accordance with s. 133 of
the B.N.A. Act, that all proceedings in the criminal courts of Quebec can
be in either the English or French languages. The Quebec Legislature cannot
enact that only one language be official in the Province because this would
trench on Federal authority in the field of criminal law and procedure. Even
if we assume that Quebec can act as regards language rights in the courts
notwithstanding s. 133, and that the use of language falls under the "Administration of Justice", it would seem that by making provisions for the use
of both languages the Federal Parliament has pre-empted the field and these
provisions could be justified as being necessarily incidental to effective legislation in crimnal law and procedure.
PART II
THE LIMITATIONS ON LANGUAGE RIGHTS
On a visit to Saskatoon the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and
Biculturalism was told by one speaker that, although he had heard it expressed
that the French in Saskatchewan should have language rights equal to those
(111)

A.-G. Ontario v. The Hamilton Street Railway Company, (1903) A.C. 524,
529; applied in Proprietary Articles Trade Association, op. cit., as per Lord

Atkin at p. 324, who in restating this broad view of criminal law disassociated
the Privy Council from the narrower interpretation which Lord Haldane
gave earlier in In re the Board of Commerce Act, (1922)

1 A.C. 191, 198 -

"as enabling the Dominion Parliament to exercise exclusive legislative power
where the subject matter is one which by its very nature belongs to the
domain of criminal jurisprudence."
(112)

A.-G. for Canada v. A.-G. for British Columbia, (1930) A.C. III.

(113)
(114)

ibid., 120.
Rex v. McGavin Bakeries, (1951) 100 C.C.C. 195, 208. See also In re Fred

Storgoff, op. cit., 578-79.
(115)
(116)

Corporation of the City of Toronto v. The King, (1932) A.C. 98, 104.
A.-G. for Quebec v. A.-G. for Canada, op. cit., at pp 603 and 608.
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of the English in Quebec, he felt - "Perhaps, but they are not in the majority
and our constitution doesn't say that they should have rights in all the provinces" (117). This prompted the Commissioners to observe that:
"... on various occasions the fact that the constitution is silent

on one or another aspect of the language problem was taken
to mean that in the British North America Act anything which
is not explicitly provided for is thereby automatically forbidden" (118).
According to the letter of the law there is no juridical foundation for
the belief that English and French were to be on an equal footing only in
Quebec and on the Federal level. Admittedly, language rights were guaranteed to a certain extent in s. 133 of the B.N.A. Act in these two areas.
However, we must distinguish between a legal right and a guaranteed right.
For example, there may be a legal right attached to the use of French in
Ontario, but this is a non-guaranteed right, that is, it is subject to variation
at the will of competent authority.
Neither the B.N.A. Act nor the Manitoba Act (119) established language
rights in the provinces of Manitoba or Quebec. These Acts simply attempted
to guarantee existent rights to the use of English and French. If we assume
that as concerns the Dominion of Canada, language rights were established
in the Confederation Act since it was a newly created entity (120) without
a language as such, then it follows that both English and French were equally
established and guaranteed. The guarantees, however, did not negative those
legal rights to language which may have existed. But guarantees were certainly
necessary. As O'Halloran J. explained:
"In theory Anglo-Saxon democracy has never meant the absolute
rule of the majority. But an historical review of its practice
urges the necessity of surrounding that theory with constitutional safeguards which no one can doubt or question" (121).
This statement explains why language rights have been limited in
certain Canadian provinces. The majority literally bludgeoned the minority.
And at times this bludgeoning has been hallowed in legal decisions.
Restrictions on the use of language have resulted from statutory enactments, and from practical and socio-political considerations.
Section 1.

Statutory Limitations.

The tendency in Canadian provinces has been to limit language rights
where they are not guaranteed, and in the case of Manitoba to provide for
(117)

(118)
(119)

Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism, A Preliminary Report,
Ottawa, Queen's Printer, 1965, 83
ibid.

(1870) 33 Vict., c. 3. Section 23 guaranteed English/French language rights

to the same extent as did s. 133 of the B.N.A. Act, see infra.

(120)

The Province of Canada was of course bilingual. However. the Dominion
of Canada was a new entity incorporating other British North American
colonies - i.e., Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.

(121)

C.H. O'HALLORAN, The Birth of the Constitution of a Nation, (1950)

1 U.B.C. Legal Notes 63, 72.
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limitations in the face of obvious guarantees. There are those who urge a very
wide and liberal interpretation and others who favour a very narrow and
restricted interpretation as to what constitutes language rights in the Canadian
Constitution.
It has been stated that Canada is an English speaking country and
that all rights to the French language are contained in s. 133. It is suggested
that the Federal government has exceeded the legal requirements of s. 133 in
such crown corporations as the National Film Board and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation by establishing bilingual media of communication, so that
the French Canadians have been given more than they asked for at Confederation - or at least, not less. Those partial to this view insist that they do not
want to abridge those language rights granted the French Canadians - so long
as these rights are based on a strict interpretation of s. 133 (122).
Contrarily, those who urge a liberal interpretation explain that s. 133
affirms and consecrates the bilingual character of Canada. They maintain that
the French Canadians have natural and historic rights to the use of their
language in Canada, and in particular that parents have the natural right to
educate their children in the French language. Furthermore, they insist that
so that a citizen can
the Federal government be bilingual in all aspects communicate with Federal departments and officials in French throughout
Canada (123).
The particular problem which arises from a strict interpretation is that
it would severely restrict those rights which French Canadians enjoyed at the
time of Confederation. For example, it would approve of the removal of the
use of French in Ontario schools, though probably not of the English language in Quebec schools, as well as the repeal of s. 23 of the Manitoba Act.
Some statutory restrictions on the use of the French language will be explored
as to - A) Limitations that were judicially interpreted, and B) Limitations
that are probably ultra vires.
A.

Limitations that were judicially interpreted.

"The power of interpretation may not be as final, decisive, or fundamental as the amendment," wrote H. Mcd. Clokie, "but is perhaps of more
practical importance from day to day" (124). It is an illusion to believe that
the interpretation of the Canadian Constitution by the Privy Council (and by
lower courts) was on strict technical grounds without relation to pressing
political and social issues (125). It has been suggested that the law is predominantly,

(122)

See WARD, op. cit., 161; CREIGHTON, op. cit., 35ff.

(123)

See Report of the Royal Commission on Dominion-Provincial Relations,
Ottawa, 1940, Book 2,223; N.A. BELCOURT, The Status of the French
Language in Canada, (1924) 2 Can. Bar Rev. 170.

(124)

CLOKIE, op. cit., 819-820.

(125)

See W. Ivor JENNINGS, Constitutional Interpretation: The Experience of
Canada, (1937) 51 Harv. L.R.1; Andr6 LAPOINTE, La jurisprudence constitutionnelle et le temps, (1956) 21 Th6mis 23; W. FRIEDMANN, Judges,
Politics, and the Law, (1951) 29 Can. Bar Rev. 811 and by the same author,
Legal Theory, 2nd 6d., London, Stevens and Sons, 1949.
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"... an instrument of social engineering in which conflicting pulls
of political philosophy, economic interests, ethical values ,constantly struggle for recognition against a background of history,
tradition and legal technique" (126).
In constitutional cases the courts will often render a political rather than
a purely juridicial decision insofar as the judiciary must resolve a social or
political conflict in order to allow for the continued functioning of the state (127).
Interpretatons of the Canadian constitution have necessarily been considerate
of the social and political climate of the era and the consequence of this interpretation has often been far-reaching (128). Their Lordships admitted as much
in many of their judgements, although they surrounded their decisions with
legal logic.
In the British Coal Corporation case their Lordships sanctioned the
abolition of criminal appeals to the Privy Council "by a progressive and
dynamic interpretation of constitutional statutes, in the light of political developments" (129). Applying this judgement as regards the Federal power to abolish all appeals to the Privy Council ,one reason submitted by their Lordships
was that it was "not consistent with the political conception" (130) of the
Commonwealth for Canada not to have this authority. In the politically and
socially sensitive area of education, their Lordships considered other than the
legal aspect of s. 93 of the B.NA Act, but at all times they emphasized that they
were only concerned with questions of law. In the Barrett case it was said
that:
'With the policy of the Act of 1890 their Lordships are not
concerned. But they cannot help observing that, if the view of
the respondents were to prevail, it would be extremely difficult
for the provincial legislature, which has been entrusted with the
exclusive power of making laws relating to education to provide
for the educational wants of the more sparsely inhabited districts
of a country almost as large as Great Britain, and that the powers
of the legislature, which on the face of the Act appear so large,
would be limited to the useful but somewhat humble office of
making regulations for the sanitary conditions of schoolhouses,
imposing rates for the support of denominational schools, enforcing the compulsory attendance of scholars, and matters of that
sort" (131).

(126)

FRIEDMANN, Judges, Politics, and the Law, op. cit., 815.

(127)

"Law is not an end in itself. It is part in the system of government of the
nation in which it functions, and it has to justify itself by its ability to
subserve the ends of government, that is, to help promote the ordered
existence of the nation, and the good life of the people." But "law is not
autocratic. It must submit to criticism of its principles and metholds". Lord
WRIGHT, Precedents, (1941-42) 4 U. of Tor. L.R. 247, 271-72.

(128)

Roman Catholic Separate School Trustees for Tiny v. The King, (192$)

(129)

A.C. 363. See pp. 366 and 368 where Lord Haldane stresses that the interpretation of s. 93 as to Roman Catholic separate schools is of "far-reaching
importance" and of "far-reaching magnitude".

(130)

W. FRIEDMANN, Legal Theory, op. cit., 284, commenting on British Coal
Corporation v. the King, (1935) A.C. 500.
A.-G. for Ontario v. A.-G. for Canada, (1947) A.C. 127, 153-54.

(131)

City of Winnipeg v. Barrett, (1892)

A.C. 445, 458-459.
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Unconcerned with "policy", their Lordships then go on to justify the
"policy" that eliminated state supported denominational schools in Manitoba.
This observation was also made in the Brophy case (132). In subsequent decisions such as in the Hirsch (133) and Tiny (134) cases the Privy Council repeated
that they were concerned only with questions of pure law. "Me thinks", to
borrow a phrase from Shakespeare, "the Lady doth protest too much".
The problem of language rights arose in the MacKell case (135). Before
examining the judgements given at the Court of Appeal and at the Privy
Council, it is necessary to digress somewhat so that the problem can be framed
in its socio-political context.
During the years 1889-90 there was anti-French agitation in Ontario
led by the Orangemen Craig, Meredith (136) and Dalton McCarthy, who advocated that all traces of the French language be removed from Ontario schools.
In 1885 it was required that a minimum number of hours be devoted to the
teaching of English, but by 1901 English was made the only language of instruction in the public schools. This did not affect the separate schools in which
French language instruction continued to subsist. There was further agitation
in 1910-12, partly based on the fear that the French Canadians would eventually become the majority in Ontario (137). The French clergy were accused
of political intrigue. And, as concerns language, it was advocated that the
teaching of two languages to children was an impossibility which prevented
a child from acquiring practical knowledge. The end result was Regulation
17 that for all practical purposes removed the French language from Ontario schools. This Department of Education' Regulation was subsequently
given legislative authority (138) and it was this Regulation that was contested
in the MacKell case.

(132)
(133)
(134)
(135)

(136)

(137)

(138)

Brophy v. A.-G. for Manitoba, (1895) A.C. 202, 226.
Hirsch v. Protestant Board of School Commissioners of Montreal, (1928)
A.C. 200, 216.
Tiny case, op. cit., 366-67.
Trustees of the Roman Catholic Separate Schools for Ottawa v. MacKell,
(1917) A.C. 65. The decision of the Ontario Supreme Court, Appellate
Division is reported at 34 O.L.R. (C.A.) 335 and the first instance judgement
is at 32 O.L.R. 245.
It is interesting to note that it was this same Meredith, who spent many of
his adult years in anti-French agitation, that as Chief Justice of the Ontario
Appeal Court delivered one of the majority opinions in the MacKell case
which sanctioned the removal of the French language from Ontario schools.
Meredith C.J.O. was also reported to have stated in open court that he
would not render judgement as to Regulation 17 until the necessary
Legislative bill, sanctioning the regulation became law. He then reserved
judgement for seven months. See, Philippe LANDRY, Le d"saveu, Quebec,
Imp. Dussault & Proulx, 1916, pp. 6-7 and 20; Andr6 LALONDE, Le r~glement XVII et ses ripercusions sur le Nouvel-Ontario, Sudbury, La socit
historique du Nouvel-Ontario, 1965, 19.
Lord Haldane who sat on the Privy Council in the MacKell case, had as
a lawyer represented the A.-G. for Manitoba in the Brophy case, op. cit.
See pp. 208-209 in the latter case for the view presented by Haldane and
others. Also, he later delivered the judgement in the Tiny case, op. cit.
There were about 250,000 Franco-Ontarians in a population of 2,500,000.
Most of the French-speaking population was concentrated in the Ottawa area
and in the eastern counties of Ontario. These figures are cited by Robert
RUIMILLY, Histoire de la Province de Qudbec, 3rd ed., Vol. XVIII, Montreal,
Montreal-Editions, n.d., 55.
5 Geo. V, c. 4'5.
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Politically, the whole question was a "hot potato" that swirled around
the Canadian political scene. A capsule review of a number of events of the
period will illustrate the social and political conflict that raged while the problem was before the courts. Under the leadership of Samuel Genest, the FrancoOntarian teachers defied the Ontario Department of Education school inspectors who were to report if the law was being observed. Le Soleil questioned
how French Canadians could be expected to fight German tyranny if the same
tyranny was applied in Ontario. Senators Belcourt and Landry said that they
would ask for disallowance of the enactment Subsequently, 600,000 persons
including almost the whole French Canadian clergy signed a petition asking for
dissallowance by the Federal Government. Senator Landry later resigned as
speaker of the Senate over the Government's inaction and because he wanted
to openly fight for French Canadian language rights without embarassing Borden (139).
On February 22, 1916, five public meetings were held in Ottawa with
French Canadian Members of Parliament from Quebec, Ontario and the Maritimes in attendance. The Mail and Empire denounced French Canadians for
causing disunity, whereas The Montreal Star came to their defence. In April
three French Canadian ministers caused a cabinet crisis by refusing to attend
cabinet meetings until it was agreed to have the whole question examined by
the Privy Council. Borden refused to yield due in part to pressure from his
English-speaking cabinet ministers. Mr. Lapointe introduced a resolution in the
House of Commons which was to the effect that Ontario should not interfere
with French language rights. And, Laurier appealed to the sense of justice and
fair play of the Ontarians. Senator Belcourt subsequently started a movement
to refuse to pay taxes (140).
It was against this background that the problem was thrashed out in the
courts. The judgement of the Ontario Appeal Court was given in the midst of
this social and political agitation and undoubtedly the Privy Council was aware
as well of the magnitude of the dispute before it
In the MacKell case the Privy Council decided that under s. 93 head 1
of the B.N.A. Act it was intra vires for the Ontario Legislature to restrict the
use of French in the schools. Their Lordships also laid to rest here any legal
right to language in schools that English speaking Quebecers could claim in this
Province (141). The class of persons referred to in s. 93 to. whom a right or privilege is reserved, was according to their Lordships, to be "determined according to religious belief, and not according to race or language" (142). It is noteworthy that at first instance it was found that the French Canadians were a
class of persons under s. 93 but that their right to the French language had not
been secured by law in Upper Canada at time of Confederation. Consequently,
it was concluded that Regulation 17 in the words of s. 93 head 1, did not pre-

(139)
(140)
(141)

(142)

See LANDRY, op. cit., 31 ff., for his letter of resignation.
See WADE, op. cit., chapter XI, pp. 608-701 for a comprehensive history
of this period.
Noting that there was no legal foundation for English language schools
in Quebec, the Parent Report recommended, however, that - "Les 6coles
de langue anglaise (d~velopp6es par le biais de la confessionnalit) se sont,
pour leur part, assur6 des titres A 1'existence qu'on ne saurait, A notre
avis, songer aujourd'hui A contester". Quoted in Le Devoir, May 17, 1966,
p. 4. See also D.A. SCHMEISER, Civil Liberites in Canada, London, Oxford
University Press, 1964, 148.
MacKelI, op. cit., (1917) A.C. 74.
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judically affect any right or privilege which French Canadians had with respect
to denominational schools in Ontario at the time of Union (143). At all three
levels, the Courts took the occasion to remark in the course of their judgements
on the status of the French language in Ontario. An analysis will be made of
these statements as given by the Appeal Court and the Privy Council.
In undocumented statements the Ontario Court of Appeal stated that
the official language of the Province as well as of the Empire was English and
that the use of French in Ontario was in the nature of a tolerance and not a
right. French, therefore, having no legal status, was compared to German and
Italian language rights in Ontario (144). The Privy Council directed attention to
what they termed a "valuable report" (145). In the extract that they cite, it is
stated that the French Canadians desire their children to learn English, while
retaining the use of French and there was no reason why they could not keep
both languages. The purpose in teaching French Canadian children English was
to allow them to become better scholars and thus to enable them to do better for
themselves in life. It was further claimed in an undisguised call for assimilation, that the use of English should replace French. This would be brought
about by the operation of the same influences that were making English "all
over this continent the language of other nationalities as tenacious of their
native tongue as the French" (146). The change was not to be forced because
even if possible, such an attempt to deprive a people of their language would be
unjust and unwise. Further on their Lordships rejected the argument that the
use of the French language was a "naturel right vested in the French-speaking
population" (147), maintaining that ss. 93 and 133 offered no guarantee in that
respect (148).
These judgements, aside from their legal interpretations, served to condone politically and socially motivated public opinion that approved of the abolition of French language rights in Ontario. What was the necessity of their
Lordships citing at length from a report without legal import, if it was not socially to justify the legislative and judicial sanction of a harsh law? That there were
political undertones in the Court of Appeal judgement seems obvious. Meredith
C. J. 0., referring to the petition to disallow the Ontario enactment that conferred legislative authority on Regulation 17, stated that the Minister of Justice
would be relieved to have the opinion of the Court. "If we declare it intra vires,"
he said, "it would be a bold act on the part of the Minister of Justice to disallow it" (149).

(143)
(144)

(145)
(146)
(147)
(148)

(149)

ibid., first instance at 32 O.L.R. 256.
MacKell, op. cit., 34 O.L.R. as per Meredith C.J.O. at pp. 340-43 and per
Garrow J.A. at pp. 344-45, McLaren, Magee and Hodgins J.J.A. concurring.
This argument was applied by Hodgins J.A. in McDonald v. Lancaster
Separate School Trustees, (1915) 34 O.L.R. (C.A.) 346, 357.
MacKell, op. cit., (1917) A.C. 72.
ibid.
ibid., 74. The natural right argument was later re-traced in an article by
N.A. Belcourt who had presented this view at the Privy Council. See,
BELCOURT, op. cit., 170 ff.
F. R. Scott remarked that this judgement had the effect of disposing
legally of the French Canadian contention that their language rights were
generally guaranteed throughout Canada by the B.N.A. Act. See F.R.
SCOTT, The Privy Council and Minority Rights, (1930) 37 Queen's Quarterly
668, 673.
This statement was reported at the time in a number of papers and is
cited by LANDRY, op. cit., 6. See also note 136 supra on Meredith C.J.O.
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If it is accepted that the French language had no legal status in Ontario,
protected or otherwise, then the Ontario legislation was not as odious and pernicious as it would seem. For if the use of French was without legal standing,
the French Canadians were not being deprived of any legal right; that is, the
legislation simply removed a tolerance. It is suggested, however, that English
was neither the official language of the Empire, nor was French without legal
status in Ontario. Nor is French comparable to the standing of languages other
than English in Ontario.
There is no legal foundation in support of English as the official language of the Empire. In actual fact, after the cession of Quebec, the French language was used by the King in communicating with his subjects in Quebec as
well as in his executive and legislative capacity (150), and doubtlessly these
communications were official. In recent times the United Kingdom Parliament
was prepared to enact the Fulton-Favreau formula embodying an official French
version within the Act. The most that could be said for the English language is
that it was the most commonly used language in intra Empire communications. In the United Kingdom itself, English is the prevailing language but not
the sole official language.
By the Union With Wales Act (151) it was provided in s. 17 that all proceedings in Welsh courts were to be in English and that all persons who spoke
Welsh could not be Officers of the Crown unless they used or exercised the
English language. Soon after there were statutes providing for the translation
of the Bible and Prayers books into Welsh and for their distribution amongst
the Churches (152). In the 1940's a series of enactments established the use of
Welsh in acts of marriage and to some extent in the courts (153). Use of the
Welsh language had been made by various ministries and government departments in statutory notices and forms. And, for ease of administration, certain
informative material, such as pamphlets issued by the government were circulated in Welsh. The Minister of Education officially encouraged the use of
Welsh as a medium of instruction in primary and secondary schools in the
Welsh-speaking part of Wales and this language was to be taught as a second
tongue in non-Welsh speaking areas (154).
In Evans v. Thomas (155) the nomination papers of Evans in a local
government election were completed in Welsh. The returning officer refused
to accept these papers because they were not in English. It was noted by the
Court that 79% of the population in the area spoke Welsh, including the
returning officer. Nomination papers had been refused previously because they
had been drafted in Welsh and the defendant submitted that:
"...the law presumed the use of the English language in documents of administration, whether or not the same were prescribed

(150)
(151)
(152)
(153)

(154)
(155)

See Roi v. Talon op. cit.
(1535-36) 27 Hen. VIII, c. 26. Curiously enough even in England English
as such was not being used in the courts at this time. See infra.
(1562) 4 Eliz. I, c. 28 and (1662) 14 Cha. II, c. 4.
See Provisions for Marriage in the Welsh Language, (1949) 12 and 13
Geo. VI, c. 76, s. 2; Welsh Courts Act, (1942-43) 5 and 6 Geo. VI, c. 40;
Pensions Hospitals Tribunal Act, (1943) 6 and 7 Geo. VI, c. 39, s. 7 of
the schedule.
Evans v. Thomas, (1962) 3 All E.R. 108, 111-12. This was a test case by
Welsh nationalists - see for example the remarks by Winn J. at p. 120.
ibid.
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in form by statute or otherwise, to the exclusion of other languages unless statute expressly provided for the use of such other
language" (156).
Rejecting this argument, the Court held that nomination papers should
not have been refused simply because they were in Welsh. The disabilities
which had been set out in the Union With Wales Act had been removed by
the Welsh Courts Act. However, the Court did not want it to be taken as agreeing with the wider claim of the appellant that there was now an almost unrestricted privilege to the use of the Welsh language (157). The standing of
Welsh in the United Kingdom can be useful in determining the status of
French in Ontario.
In the Capitulation of Quebec and Montreal and subsequently in the
Treaty of Paris, no guarantees for the French language were demanded, and
none were granted. Subsequently, the Royal Proclamation of 1763 abolished
French law in Quebec, so that "all Causes, as well Criminal as Civil", were
to be dealt with according "to law and Equity, and as near as may be agreeable to the Laws of England (158). It has been suggested that this Proclamation
created "courts where English was to be the only official language" (159). This
is not a necessary consequence of the introduction of English law which had
been practiced in English courts until the first quarter of the eighteenth century
in Law-French, see below. And, there was never an express enactment to make
English the sole official language in Quebec courts (160).
The Royal Proclamation cited above stated that English law was to
apply but this was qualified. That is, it was to apply in Quebec "as near as
may be agreeable" to the laws of England. It would seem that the intention
was to introduce English law, but with variations. However, it was attempted
to carry on the administration of justice not only in an entirely new form, but
also in a foreign language totally strange to the inhabitants (161). The Earl of
Hillsborough, who was concerned with the drafting of the Proclamation, said
that those who were sent to Quebec to execute it did so in the "most absurd
Manner, oppressive and cruel to the last Degree to the Subjects, and entirely
contrary to the Royal Intention" (162).

(156)

ibid., 113.

(157)

ibid., 116-17. Subsequently the Elections (Welsh Forms) Act, (1964) 13 and
14 Eliz. II, c. 31, was passed. This Act authorizes statutory forms in
connection with elections to be translated into Welsh for use in Wales and
Monmouthshire.
The Royal Proclamationis reproducel in part by OLLIVIER, op. cit., 14.

(158)
(159)
(160)
(161)

(162)

ibid., 15.
See for example the Ordinance of 1764 establishing civil courts in Quebec.
KENNEDY, op. cit., 53.
In a 1776 report from the Attorney and Solicitor General regarding the civil
government of Quebec it was stated that one of the principal reasons for
disorders in the Colony was - "The attempt to carry on Administration of
Justice without the aid of the natives, not merely in new forms, but totally
in an unknown tongue, by which means the partys Understood Nothing of
what was pleaded or determined having neither Canadian Advocates or Sollicitors to Conduct their Causes, nor Canadian jurors to give Verdicts, even
in Causes between Canadians only. Nor Judges Conversant in the French
Language to declare the Law, and to pronounce Judgement... " (ibid,, 65).
Ibid., 57. In a letter from Hillsborough to Carleton dated March 6, 1768.
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It has been maintained that the introduction of English law into Saskatchewan carried with it the introduction of English as the official language in
the courts (163). This argument is based on two statutes which enacted that
English was to be the only language for proceedings in English courts. This
reasoning could also be applied to the situation of Quebec in 1763.
Medieval Latin and Norman French had survived in England but the
English forms of these languages had degenerated into jargon until the LawFrench used by the legal profession and in the courts was unintelligible to
the average Englishman, as English took on its classical form (164). A 1362
statute stated that the law and statutes of England were unknown for they
were "pleaded, showed and judged in the French tongue" which was unknown
to the ordinary defendant or plaintiff, and it was decreed that all pleas were
henceforth to be in the English language (165). This statute was apparently not
being observed so that we find substantially the same rules being repeated in
a 1731 statute (166) which stated in s. 1 that:
"Whereas many great mischiefs do frequently happen to the subjects of this kingdom from the proceedings in courts of justice
being in an unknown language, those who are summoned and
impleaded having no knowledge or understanding of what is alleged for or against them in the pleadings of their lawyers and attorney's...".

It was enacted to remedy the situation that:
"...all writs, process and returns thereof and proceeding thereof
and proceeding thereon, and all pleadings, rules, order indictments.., in any courts of justice within that part of Great Britain
called England and in the court of exchequer in Scotland...
(167).
shall be in the English tongue and language ory.."
A casual reading of the statute should be sufficient to indicate its
inapplicability to Canada, as was decided in General Motors Acceptance Corporation of Canada v. Perozni(168).
The subject matter undoubtedly is of a domestic nature and for this
statute to apply beyond England (which since 1536 included Wales) and the
Exchequer Court of Scotland would depend on the intention of the legislators (169). To maintain that this statute applied to Canada would be to subvert
the purpose for which it was enacted. For, if it means that importing English

(163)
(164)

(165)
(166)
(167)
(168)
(169)

TAYLOR, op. cit., 278-279.
A comparison of the French used in the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries
clearly illustrates to what extent French had degenerated into a jargon in
England. See, Sir J.F. STEPHEN, A History of the Criminal Law of England,
Vol. 2, New York, Burt Franklin (originally published in 1883), n.d. at
p. 319 n.
(1362) 36 Edw. III, st. 1, c. 15. The statute was ironically drawn up in French.
The original is reproduced in Statutes of the Realm, London, Dawsons of
Pall 'Mall, 1963, see vol. 1.
(1731) 4 Geo. III, c. 26.
Italics added.
General Motors Acceptance Corporation of Canada v. Perozni, (1965) 51
D.L.R. (2d) 724, 735.
See Huggard Assets Limited v. A.-G. for Alberta, (1953) 8 W.W.R. (P.C.)
561, 569; S.K. CLARKE, Criminal Law, Toronto, R. Carswell, 1872, 18 and
the references cited therein.
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law carried with it only English as an official language in the courts, "many
great mischiefs" would be caused to the King's French speaking subjects from
proceedings taking place in a language they could neither speak nor understand.
Now, if we return to the Royal Proclamation and its implementation
in Quebec, we can appreciate that the application of English law in a language
not understood by the inhabitants was not a new phenomenon in English legal
history. In fact, for almost four hundred years, from 1362 to 1731, the LawFrench used in the courts of England was contrary to an explicit statutory
provision. As concerns Quebec, the attempt to apply the law in a language
unknown to the inhabitants only lasted at the most eleven years, from 1763 to
the time of the 1774 Quebec Act (170). We must distinguish between the effect
of introducing English Law and the legal status of French in Quebec. The
effect was to introduce English and to exclude the general language of the
country in the courts. However, there was no legal foundation for this, a fact
which is also borne out by Lord Mansfield's dicta in Campbell v. Hall(171).
Furthermore, there does not seem to be any valid reason for assuming that
there was an implicit intention in the Proclamation to abrogate French language rights. The Union With Wales Act cited above was very explicit about
the proscription of Welsh in the courts; and the 1362 and 1731 statutes,
making English the official language in English courts, were also unequivocal.
If any inference is to be had from the Proclamation, it would be to the effect
that French was to be retained in the courts of Quebec. In the absence of an
express text of law, it would be nefarious to impute that the King intended
to injure his French-speaking subjects.
The position of a conquered or ceded colony was given in Campbell
v. Hall (172). This case doubtlessly applies to Quebec (173), although its application to Nova Scotia and New Brunswick has been put in doubt (174). Lord
Mansfield laid down six proposition (175) of which we need retain here only
the first, fifth and sixth.

(170)

(171)
(172)
(173)

(174)

(175)

If the argument is accepted that English was made the official language in
the courts, then it follows that this ban on French was lifted by the Quebec
Act. It has also been contended that the right to the use of French was
protected by the Quebec Act, which was not repealed by the B.N.A. Act. See,
BELCOURT, op. cit., 176-177; A.H.F. LEFROY, Annotation, (1915) 24 D.L.R.
492, 496.
Campbell v. Hall, (1774) 1 Cowp. 204; 98 E.R. 1045, see infra.
ibid.
The case concerned Grenada which was ceded at the same time as Quebec.
The Privy Council recently applied Campbell v. Hall to Ceylon. As was the
case with Quebec, Ceylon was a conquered colony (Dutch) later ceded by
treaty. See Abeyesekera v. Jayatilaka (1932) A.C. 260.
Nova Scotia had originally included New Brunswick, and it was stated in a
1759 Nova Scotia Statute that the province belonged to the Crown "both by
Priority of Discovery and Ancient Possession" (33 Geo. II, c. 3). Historically,
however, Nova Scotia had been conquered on a number of occasions by the
English and it was ceded by France in the 1713 Peace of Utrecht. In Uniacke
v. Dickson, (1848) 2 N.S.R. 287 also reported in J.E. READ, Cases on Cons
titutional Law, Part I, n.d., pp. 15-23, it was held that Nova Scotia was a
settled colony, thereby exempting it from the propositions laid down by
Lord Mansfield.
There are qualifications to these conditions, but they are not applicable to
Quebec. See, Sir Ivor JENNINGS and H.W. TAMBIAH, The Dominion of
Ceylon: The Development of its Laws and Constitution, The British Commonwealth Series, London, Stevens & Sons, 1952, 48-50.
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1) "A country conquered by the British arms becomes a dominion of the King in the right of his Crown; and, therefore,
necessarily subject to the Legislature, the Parliament of Great
Britain."
5) "The laws of a conquered country continue in force, until
they are altered by the conqueror.-."
6) "If the King... has a power to alter the old and to introduce
new laws in a conquered country, this legislation being subordinate, that is, subordinate to his own authority in Parliament, he cannot make any new change contrary to fundamental principles: he cannot exempt an inhabitant from that
particular dominion; as, for instance, from the laws of trade,
or from the power of Parliament, or give him privileges exclusive of his other subjects; and so in many other instances
which may be put" (176).

The question at issue in this case, referring to the island of Grenada,
was whether Letters Patent issued by the King under his prerogative power,
imposing a new duty on the export of sugar, was valid. Before these Letters
Patent had been issued, the King had, by Proclamation, given the Governor
of the Colony power to summon a general assembly when conditions permitted.
With the consent of this assembly he was empowered to make laws for the governing of the Colony. It was pointed out by the Court that there was no reservation to the King, or to the Governor in Council, or any power to legislate
until the assembly should meet. The Court, therefore, held that the Proclamation had irrevocably provided that subordinate legislation was to be made by
an assembly with the consent of the Governor in Council, as in the other
colonies.
Both the governments of Grenada and Quebec were set up in the Proclamation referred to above. The effect of this decision on Quebec was that,
after the Royal Proclamation of 1763, only the Parliament of Great Britain
or the assembly promised for Quebec could change the laws in force in Quebec.
Therefore, the customs and usages remained, with the exception of what was
varied by the Royal Proclamation.Since nothing had been said about language
in the Proclamation, the customary language would remain in effect and be
legal in the Colony, concurrent with English. Consequently, it was natural that
even before the Quebec Act all ordinances were passed in both English and
French (177).

On February 10, 1763, France ceded almost all of its American colonies
to England, including New France, which comprised part of present day Ontario. The subsequent Proclamation which set up the government of Quebec also
included within its boundaries Ontario and the Quebec Act extended these
boundaries to the frontier of New England and far into what is the United
States today. Necessarily then, French which was a legal language in Quebeci
had the same status in Ontario. This standing of French was never varied
except for the limitations placed on the use of French in the legislature of the
Province of Canada between 1840 and 1848 (178). Therefore at the time of
Confederation, French had a legal status in Ontario equal to that of English.

(176)
(177)
(178)

Campbell v. Hall, 1 Cowp. 208-09; 98 E.R. 1047-48
See, WADE, op. cit., 64; NANTEL, op. cit., 212
See supra as to the official use of French prior to Confederation.
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The French language was continuously in use in Ontario and during the Confederation debates it was assumed that French would continue to be used (179).
In the MacKell case Meredith C. J. 0. said that even if the right to
the usage of French was granted in the ceded territory of Quebec, the B.N4.
Act would have repealed these rights except insofar as they are granted by this
Act (180). Garrow J. A. stated that since s. 133 did not provide for the use of
language in another province, it is evident that none was considered necessary
as English would naturally be the official language of Ontario. Failing this
conclusion, he invokes the maxim of expressio unius est exciusio alterius to
effectively exclude as of right the official use of French in Ontario (181). In
the main these contentions were shown to be invalid in the above discussion;
however, a few remarks can be added. If, as was maintained, all language rights
are contained in the B.N.A. Act, then the language rights granted to the use
of French and English in Quebec were inferior to those which the inhabitants
enjoyed prior to Confederation. There is no support for this contention as was
shown above, either in the construction of s. 133 or as to the intention of the
legislators. Furthermore s. 129 of the BN.A. Act continued in force all existing
laws until they were repealed, abolished or altered by the competent authority.
French language rights in Ontario would fall under s. 129, that is, the Ontario
Legislature could alter or repeal these rights in their provincial aspect
References that are made to a comparison of the standing of French
in Ontario to that of German or Italian (182) are without legal logic. No serious
foundation can be laid, for example, for German language rights in Ontario,
although some teaching in the German language had been tolerated around
the turn of the century. The analogy made has more political than legal import
and a political rebuttal was recently given by the Premier of Ontario. Speaking
in the Throne Speech debate, Mr. Robarts said that the recognition of Canada
as a nation of two societies and two founding peoples does imply "a fundamental difference" between the position of a French Canadian outside Quebec and
that of a person whose language group was other than French or English (183).
The question as to whether or not French has a legal status in Ontario
can be of practical significance. In Re Marineau(184), the question at issue was
the probate in Ontario of a will drawn up in the French language. The Court
held that although English and French were alike the language of the Canadian, probate in Ontario was required to be in English. The practice adopted
was that used in England with reference to wills that were written in Welsh.
This analogy between the status of Welsh in England and French in Ontario
was incongruous. When this case was decided in 1922, Welsh as we have seen
was under a disability in the Courts due to the Union With Wales Act. However,
there was no such legal disability on the French language in Ontario. Consequently, there does not seem to be any reason why probate in Ontario cannot
be in the French language.

(179)

ParliamentaryDebates 1865, op. cit., pp. 877, 908 and 950.

(180)

MacKell, op. cit., 34 O.L.R. (C.A.)

(181)

ibid., 343-344

(182)

See supra notes 144 and 146

(183)

The Montreal Star, February 2, 1967, p. 47.

(184)

Re Marineau, 53 O.R. 184
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The question of the legal standing of French again arose in the recent
Alberta case of General Motors Acceptance Corporation v. Perozni (185). The
point to be decided was whether a conditional sales contract conclued wholly
in French in Quebec was valid in Alberta. An automobile had been purchased
by one Jean Garceau in Trois-Riviires on which the vendor assigned his interest to General Motors Aceptance Corporation, the plaintiff in this case. Subsequently, Jean Garceau sold the automobile in Calgary to the defendant
Perozni who was in good faith. Pursuant to the Alberta Conditional Sales
Act (186) the plaintif registered a copy of the sales contract at the central
registry office in Edmonton. This procedure gave the plaintiff protection against
third purchasers in good faith for value. The plaintiff then had the automobile
seized and the defendant claimed ownership of the vehicule. The Court was
to decide the rights of the parties.
Tavender D.C.J. reviewed all the principal statutes which could have
affected language rights in Alberta from the original Charter granted the
Hudson's Bay Company to the Alberta Act of 1905 (187). He also applied the
dicta given in Campbell v. Hall. The conclusion of the Court was that:
"...in the Province of Alberta, French is a permissive language
in the Legislative Assembly and in the Courts. Under the Laws
of England that are in force in Alberta it would appear that
the French language is a permissive language where it has been
used by custom" (188).

There is only one statutory limitation to the use of French. The Interpretation Act (189) requires in s. 40 that all public documents and public records
are to be kept in the English language. However the sales contract was held
to be a private document and thus not prohibited from being in French by
this enactment.
If we accept, as would seem logical, that French has a legal status (or
is permissive) in Ontario, Alberta and mutatis mutandis in Saskatchewan (190),
then we can set up the following propositions:
1) The French language enjoys a legal status in these provinces
intra provincially, insofar as this status has not been disturbed
by provincial legislation.

(185)
(186)
(187)
(188)
(189)
(190)

op. cit., note 168.
Conditional Sales Act, R.S.A. 1955, c. 54, s. 14
(1905) 4-5 Edw. VII, c. 3.
General Motors Acceptance... op. cit., 734.
R.S.A. 1955, c. 160
The principle ennunciated in s. 133 showed an initial tendency to spread
to the provinces created after 1867. An amendment to the Alberta Act and
the Saskatchewan Act (1905, 4-5 Edw. VII, c. 42) to secure the guarantee
of s. 133 was defeated. However in the North West Territories the rule of
s. 133 was introduced in 1877 (40 Vict., c. 7, s. 11) but it was varied in
1891 (54-55 Vict., c. 22, s. 18) to allow the local assembly to decide on the
official language of the assembly itself. English was immediately made
the sole official language but both languages are still official in the courts
of the North West Territories. See, L.H. THOMAS, The Struggle for Responsible Government in the North-West Territories, Toronto, University of
Toronto Press, 1956; George F.G. STANLEY, "French and English in Western
Canada", in Mason WADE, ed., Canadian Dualism/La dualit6 Canadienne,
Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1963 pp. 311-350.
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2) The legislature of these provinces can enact that only one
language is official in the province. However, the official status
of only one language would be invalidated if there is Federal
legislation requiring that all criminal proceedings in a province
can be either in English or French (191).
The standing of the French language in Canada is thus more extensive than
is apparent in the B.N.A. Act (192).
B.

Limitations that are probably ultra vires.

French was the original language of the plains and as such it enjoyed
an official status in the west throughout most of the nineteenth century. In
1870, when Manitoba entered Confederation, there were more French than
English speaking inhabitants in a total population of 11,963 (193). The Manitoba Act in s. 23 had a provision analogous to that of s. 133 of the B.N.A. Act.
Section 23 provided that:
"Either the English or the French language may be used by any
person in the debates of the Houses of the Legislature, and both
those languages shall be used in the respective Records and Journals of those Houses; and either of those languages may be used
by any person, or in any Pleading or Process, in or issuing from
any Court of Canada established under the British North America
Act, 1867, or in from all or any of the Courts of the Province.
The Acts of the Legislature shall be printed and published in
both those languages."
The only difference between this section and s. 133 of the B.N.A. Act
is that the Manitoba Act provision does not repeat the references to language
as regards the Parliament of Canada.
In 1890, the Manitoba Legislature passed - An Act to provide that
the English Language shall be the Official Language of the Province of Manitoba (194). The act stated in s. 1 that:
1) "Any statute or law to the contrary notwithstanding, the
English language only shall be used in the records and journals of the Legislative Assembly of Manitoba, and in any
pleadings or process in or issuing from any court in the
Province of Manitoba."
2) "The Acts of the Legislature of Manitoba need be printed and
published only in the English language."

(191)

It has been suggested that the Federal government should extend the
use of French beyond s. 133 by prescribing that procedure in criminal
matters can be in either French or English. See John D. HONSBERGER,
Bi-Lingualism in Canadian Statutes, (1965)

(192)
(193)
(194)

43 Can. Bar Rev. 314, 336; also,

supra for the Federal government's ability to act in this field.
See supra note 174 as concerns New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. If the
dicta in Campbell v. Hall are applied, an argument can be established for
a legal standing of French in these provinces as well.
These figures are cited by W. L. MORTON, Manitoba: A History, Toronto,
University of Toronto Press, 1961, 145.
R.S.M. 1954, c. 187
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Professor Morton aptly summarizes the politics which preceeded this
enactment in a chapter ironically entitled, 'The Triumph of Ontario Democracy". By 1888, he writes,
"the old order, whether the dual system in language and schools
with all it meant to the French, or the influence the old settlers
had through their communal constituencies and their own representatives led by John Norquay now existed only at the discretion of the new majority, largely Ontario-bred and Protestant by
creed" (195).
The anti-French forces that were subsequently to succeed in removing
French language rights from Ontario schools scored their first victory in
Manitoba.
There is no jurisprudence on the validity or invalidity of this Manitoba
enactment Therefore, in construing s.23 of the Manitoba Act which applied
the rule of s. 133 of the B.N.A. Act, it is of value to review the jurisprudence
relative to s. 22 of the former act which varied the education provision is s. 93
of the B.N.A. Act. Sections 22 and 93 have been compared extensively by
jurisprudence. The rule was clearly laid down by the Privy Council in the
Brophy case where it was stated:
"In view of this comparison it appears to their Lordships impossible to come to any other conclusion than that the 22nd
section of the Manitoba Act was intended to be a substitute for
the 93rd section of the British North America Act" (196).
Their Lordships added that, what was intended to be identical had
been repeated, so only where the sections differ can variations have been intended in the Manitoba Act. Consequently, they said that it was legitimate
to consider s. 93 of the B.N.A. Act and to take advantage of any aid it may
give as to the construction of the similar provision in the act which established
the Province of Manitoba.
The Manitoba Act was confirmed by the Imperial Parliament in the
British North America Act 1871 (197). Section 6 of this latter act made it
incompetent for the Parliament of Canada to vary the provisions of the
Manitoba Act insofar as they relate to that province. Therefore the Manitoba
Act substantially became part of an Imperial Act and was made part of the
B.N.A. Acts. Therefore the Manitoba section on education deals in a special
way with the rights and privileges of certain classes of people in that -Province, whereas s. 93 in the 1867 Act deals with the same question as regards
other provinces (198).
It then necessarily follows that s. 23 of the Manitoba Act dealing with
language rights is analogous and should be construed in the light of s. 133.
The interpretation given to s. 133 as being an entrenched section with regard
to the Quebec Legislature must therefore apply to the equivalent section in

(195)
(196)

MORTON, op. cit., 232
Brophy case, op. cit., 213. This was an appeal from the Supreme Court
which also compared these sections - In re Certain Statutes of the Province
of Manitoba Relating to Education, (1894) 22 S.C.R. 577 at pp. 654, 674,
702 and 712. See also Rex v. Ulmer, (1923) 38 C.C.C. (Alta. C.A.) 207.

(197)

(1871)

34-35 Vict., c. 28

(198)

Rex v. Ulmer, op. cit., 220-21
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the Manitoba Act with regard to that Province. Consequently, if tested in
the courts, it is most probable that the Manitoba statute abolishing French
as an official language in that Province would be held to be ultra vires (199).
It is interesting to note that the Parliament of Canada has necessarily
considered Manitoba to be on an equal footing with Quebec as concerns
language. For example, the Rules of Private Bills in the Senate at s. 107 (c)
requires that notices "when published in the Provinces of Quebec and Manitoba shall be in both the English and French languages" (200). And, the Criminal Code in ss. 535 and 536 calls for mixed juries in Manitoba as well as
Quebec. However, there does not seem to be any provision for calling a
mixed jury in Manitoba(201). The Manitoba legislation obviously trenched
on the exclusive Federal competence as regards procedure in criminal matters
and for this reason alone, English could not be made the sole official language of Manitoba.
Section 2.

Practical and Socio-Political Limitations.

To describe Canada simply as a bilingual country "is misleading, unless understood in the special Canadian sense" (202). Essentially, only Quebec
is bilingual whereas the remainder of Canada is English speaking. Yet in
New Brunswick, there is a large French speaking population (203). Consequently, although it is not constitutionally true, the French Canadians have
historically and for valid practical reasons seen Quebec as their homeland.
It is quite impossible for a French Canadian to venture outside Quebec and
remain linguistically or culturally a French Canadian. After a trip to Western
Canada, P.M. Lapointe observed that the French Canadians "sont presque les
seuls A penser qu'ils peuvent A la fois parler frangais et se considrer commes
des Canadiens normaux" (204)
Fundamentally, English and French speaking Canadians conceive of
the use of a second language quite differently. The former group views the
French language as a from of cultural enrichment whereas the latter sees
the use of English as a practical necessity. One conception of the role of
language in Canada, and the practicability and politics of having a truly bilingual country was given by Premier Manning. In answer to a letter from

(199)

See SCOTT, supra at note 12.

(200)

Extracts from the Rules of the Senate of Canada respecting Private Bills,
5 Can. Bar J. 386

(201)

See, The Jury Act, R.S.M. 1954, c. 130 and The County Courts Act, R.S.M.
1954, c. 50. Contrarily, Quebec provided for mixed juries in the Jury Act,
R.S.Q. 1964, c. 26.
F.R. SCOTT, Areas of Conflict in the Field of Public Law and Policy,
(1956-57) 3 McGill L.J. 29, 44

(202)
(203)

(204)

For example French has no official status in New Brunswick where French
Canadians comprise 38.82% of the population. However, the New Brunswick
Legislature recently unanimously approved a motion for a simultaneaus
translation service in the Legislature. An opposition motion urging official
recognition of the French language in New Brunswick was defeated. (The
Montreal Star, March 31, 1967, p. 33)
Le Magazine MacLean, December 1966, p. 3. For an excellent report on
this problem, see Solange CHAPUT-ROLLAND, Mon pays, Quibec ou le
Canada, Montreal, Le cercle du Livre de France, 1966.
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Prime Minister Pearson concerning the terms of reference of the Royal
Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism, the Alberta Premier replied
that:
"In the matter of bilingualism, if the objective is to encourage
Canadian citizens to become fluent in two or more languages,
certainly on the part of most Canadians this would be welcomed'"
"If the purpose is to extend recognition of French as an official
language in areas and spheres beyond those in which it was guaranteed official status at the time of Confederation, we feel that it
would not meet with general public acceptance and the consequences, in our opinion, would impair rather than strengthen
Canadian unity" (205).
This is the position of the practical and politically orientated politician; yet, it recalls the remarks of the judiciary discussed previously with
reference to the MacKell case decided some fifty years earlier.
The often entwined practical and socio-political limitations on language rights can be viewed from two aspects - A) On the federal level and
-outside Quebec, and B) Inside Quebec.
A.. On the federal level and outside Quebec.
The relative minority position of French-Canadians(206) in Canada is
often used as a yardstick to measure the rights that should be accorded to
the use of the French language. Practices in other countries would indicate
that bilingualism or plurilingualism is possible even where the minority language is the mother tongue of a much smaller minority than in Canada.
Finland has a population of 4.6 million of which 7.4% are Swedish speaking
and yet both Finnish and Swedish are official language (207). Perhaps a more
striking example is the standing of Italian and Romansch in Switzerland. In
a population of 5.4 million people only 4% are Italian speaking and only 1%
speak Romansch; the latter language is a national language without official
status. The political and social complexity of the country is compounded
by religious differences as well. What is particularly interesting is that there
are federal government subsidies for both the Italian and Romasch languages

(205)

Bilingualism & Biculturalism Report, op. cit., 170. Peter Newman reported
in The Montreal Star of February 18, 1966, at p. 7, that Premier Bennett
of British Columbia also opposes biculturalism. At a political meeting a
few years ago the Premier is reported to have said - "We've got more
Chinese in B.C. than French Canadians. Maybe we should pay our civil
servants more if they learn to speak Chinese".

(206)

In the 1961 census 28.09% listed French as their mother tongue. See the
Bilingualism and Biculturalism Report, op. cit., Appendix V, pp. 191 ff.,
where selected information on population by language groups, distribution
of bilingual persons and other data from the 1961 census has been reproduced.
It is surprising that the Finnish language survived at all considering
that it was suppressed for centuries. Finland was part of the Kingdom of
Sweden until 1809 and until 1917 an autonomous Grand Duchy united to
Russia. Long considered a peasant dialect, Finnish first attained equality
with Swedish in the courts during the 1860's.

(207)
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and cultures often referred to as for - the "d6fense de leur culture et leur
langue", or "devoir de conserver son patrimoine culturel et linguistique" (208).
On the federal level in Canada, to paraphrase George Orwell, both
languages are equal, but English is more equal than French (209). In Parliament English is the working language, whereas French is the language of
translation. A French Speaker of the House of Commons once suggested that
if all the French speaking members spoke only French the House would be
unable to function (210). A French speaking member of the House who wants
to get a hearing is best advised to talk in English for if he speaks French he
will often empty the House. Even his compatriots will often leave, assuming
that the speech is directed not to Parliament, but to the speaker's constituents (211). The practice of French members addressing the House in English, which stems from practical considerations, pre-dates Confederation.
When the Quebec Resolutions were being debated in 1865, the Hon. Mr.
Letellier suggested that the two government leaders in the House should each
speak in their respective language. However, Sir E.P. Tach6 concluded that
as there were English speaking members who did not understand French,
while all the French speaking members understood English, it would be best
for him to speak in English - which he proceeded to do (212).
French and English have been on an equal footing in the literal sense
of s. 133, but in practice this has often meant that French has been in an
inferior position to English. The Standing Orders of the House of Commons
provide that all bills are to be printed in both languages before second reading.
The speakers alternate between French and English speaking members and
the deputy speaker is always proficient in the language which is not that of
the speaker. When a motion is seconded it is read in both languages. And,
private bills can be presented in either language, but with a sufficient amount
of money to pay for translation (213). However, other documents are often
not translated in time and they arrive well after the English copies. Briefs
to Parliamentary committees and documents tabled for committee use are
often only in English. Although a bill must be in both languages before second reading, the supporting documents need only be in one language (214).
Once a bill is passed both the English and French versions are equally
official (215). Each version is published in separate volumes (216). In the En-

(208)
(209)

(210)
(211)
(212)

McRAE, op. cit., 52. The French speaking population is 20% and the
German is 74%.
Sir Wilfrid Laurier leading the House rejected a resolution which would
have put French "on a footing of equality with the English language in
all public matters". He said that both were equal in fact and law. Cited
by WARD, op. cit., 164 n.
ibid.
Norman WARD, The National Political Scene, in Canadian Dualism / La
dualitd Canadienne, op. cit., 264-65
Parliamentary Debates 1865, op. cit., 6

(213)

See ss. 43, 52, 74 and 94 in the - Standing Orders of the House of Com
mnns, Ottawa, Queen's Printer, 1962

(214)

WARD, op. cit., note 211 at p. 265

(215)

At the time of the South African Union there was considerable opinion

that only the English version was to be signed by the Governor General.
To preserve the principle of equality, it was agreed that the Governor
General could sign either the English or the Africaans copy, and the
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glish language version the sections are in alphabetical order according to
word defined and the French copy follows the order of the English version.
The French text of a statute is often in a clumsy and improper language.
For example, too much literal translation has made the Income Tax Act (217)
not only difficult to read in French but sometimes misleading as well. The
French version of many parts of statutes is often simply a collection of
French words which amounts to poor French (218). Regulations probably establish more law than do Acts of Parliament (219). In principle, The Regulation
Act (220) requires that all regulations be submitted to the Clerk of the Privy
Council and subsequently published in the Canada Gazette in both French
and English. However, the Governor in Council can exempt any regulation
or group of regulations from these requirements (221). Consequently, the law
set out by a Federally controlled body need not at times be published in
both languages.
In Federal courts the spirit of s. 133 has not been followed. From very
practical considerations, a French speaking lawyer will hesitate to plead in
French at the Supreme Court when he well knows that the majority will not
fully understand his argument Section 133 provides that either French or
English "may be used by any Person or in any Pleading or Process in or
issuing from any Court of Canada." The purpose of this section is consequently
defeated, unless the judges in all Federal courts understand both official
languages. Judgements are delivered in either language, but generally in
English, even by French speaking judges. The judgements and the headnotes
in the Supreme Court Reports are also frequently given in only one language.
In Canada an accused can be tried and convicted of murder and yet not
be able to read his death sentence. The situation in other Federal courts
is no better, if not worse.
In contrast, the Swiss system is more equitable. The highest federal
court, the Federal Tribunal, handles cases as a first instance court, in addition
to appeals from cantonal courts. All judges are expected to have at least a
working knowledge of all three official languages and each judge takes part
in the proceedings in his own language. The language usage of the Tribunal
is explicitly stated. For example, in civil cases, appeal judgements are given
in the language of the preliminary examination or if there was no such examination, in the same language as the lower court judgement. The rule in cri-

version signed would be the prevailing text in case of conflict. It was
presumed that he would always sign the English copy but it did not turn
out this way in practice. This procedure is still followed today. See HAHLO
and KAHN, op. cit., 124-25; HONSBERGER, op. cit., 333-34
(216)

See supra.

(217)

R.S.C. 1952, c. 148.

(218)

HONSBERGER, op. cit., 323.

<219)

The effect of a regulation in comparison to an Act of Parliament is
perhaps still open to question. See and compare, R.v. Singer, (1941)
S.C.R. 111 and Co-operative Committee on Japanese Canadians v. A.-G. for
Canada, (1947) A.C. 87.

<220) R.S.C. 1952, c.235.
<221)

See s.3 (1), s.6 (1) and s.9 (1). The definition of a regulation is given in
s.2 (a). For example, it does not include a regulation of a Crown Corporation
unless a penalty has been prescribed for its contravention by Parliament.
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minal cases is that the proceedings and the sentence are in the language of
the accused, if it is one of the official languages, or in the language of the
principal accused if two or more persons and languages are involved. Judgements are published in the language in which they were given, preceded
by a headnote in all three official languages (222).
In institutions not covered by s. 133, the limitations on the use of
French vary, but the language is generally admitted to few rights. On Parliament Hill itself, the Minister of Transport, Mr. Pickersgill, had to recently
justify in the House the replacement of English speaking telephone operators
by those who were bilingual (223). If the principle of bilingualism is heatedly
challenged at this level of communication, it can readily be appreciated that
in the Armed Services or in the Civil Service the principle of bilingualism
has largely been set aside (224). Only recently has the Prime Minister ennunciated that :
"One of the major objectives underlying the policy of the government on bilingualism in the public service is the achievement
of the state of affairs where either of the two official languages
of Canada can be used in transacting public business on a dayto-day basis" (225).
It is much too early to assess the effectiveness of this policy which will
undoubtedly have formidable socio-political hurdles to overcome (226).
Politically, the legal status of the French language has never really
been protected by the federal government. Cartier had said that the federal
government would use its veto power to prevent apportionment of the seats
in the Quebec legislature which would be injurious to the English speaking
population (227). This measure was never necessary. However, when the request
was made to disallow the Ontario Legislation, which effectively banned
the use of French in the school system, the federal government refused to
act. Sir Robert Borden, the Prime Minister at the time, later gave his position on disallowance to the effect that:

(222)

McRAE, op. cit., 31-32. See also note 21 supra.

(223)

The Montreal Star, November 26, 1966, p. 1.

(224)

Because a Federal employee comes from British Columbia and is from
the English speaking majority is no reason why bilingualism should not
be a condition of his employment. For example, the Swiss army officer,
judge or civil servant who is expected to have a working knowledge of
three languages may come from the 74% German speaking majority, while
one of the minority languages he is expected to know is spoken by only
4% - the Italian Swiss. The same situation is prevalent in Finland.

(225)

A Career for You / Choix de carri~res, cat. no. sc.3-2466, Ottawa, Queen's
Printer, 1966, 3.

(226)

At a Liberal party conference a resolution was passed favouring compulsory bilingualism for all federal civil servants in bilingual areas of
Canada. However, The Gazette of October 13, 1966 reported on page one,
that - "The resolution, which seems certain to spark a storm of protests
and controversy once its significance is recognized, appeared to slip
through... almost by accident as the committee rushed through proposals
at a breakneck pace..."

(227)

Parliamentary Debates 1865, op. cit., 407-08.
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"...

experience has taught us that this remedy of interference

with local legislation has never been applied and probably never
can be applied without friction, disturbance and discontent; that
you cannot apply that remedy without causing as much dissatisfaction as satisfaction" (228).
Despite massive protests on the part of the French Canadians(229), political expediency dictated that the federal government should not act. This
refusal deprived the Franco-Ontarians of any further legal remedy.
When we turn to the provinces other than Quebec, the French language
is accorded few rights. There was irrational prejudice over the establishment
of a C.B.C. French language radio station in Toronto. And just recently, the
residents of Streetsville, Ontario, objected to having a bilingual post office
sign (230). Soon after Confederation enactments in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island established English as the only official language in the schools (231). In the Western provinces French language education
was, for all practical purposes, set aside completely. Education is, of course,
the essential element to French language rights in Canada. Unless language
rights are safeguarded in this field, all other language rights soon become
meaningless. Premiers Robarts and Roblin have recently promised to extend
the teaching of French in Ontario and Manitoba schools (232). This, of course,
will mean a return of rights to French Canadians that they were deprived
of previously by provincial legislation in both these provinces. And what
this will mean in practice has yet to be seen.
Limitations on the use of French are proferred on the grounds of
practicability. In 1769 Attorney General Mas6res explained how inconvenient
it would be to apply the Coutune de Paris in Quebec (233). A.B. Keith

observed that the Federal Parliament duplicates everything at great expense
which need not be done under the law (234), so that, presumably money can
be saved if most material is only printed in English. Professor Creighton
seems to imply that an extension of bilingualism will be detrimental to
Canada's economic well-being (235). It is axiomatic that a bilingual state is
more costly to administer than a unilingual state, just as a federal system is
more expensive to manage than a unitary state. In both respects we will have
to foot the bill if we value the existence of Canada.

(228)

Borden was here quoting Laurier. J.R. MALLORY, Disallowance and the

(229)

See supra at notes 139 and 149.

(230)

The Montreal Star, November 10, 1966, p. 37.

(231)

National Interest, (1948) 14 Can. Journal of Economics and Political Science,
342, 355 n.

See generally Canadian Dualism / La qualitd Canadienne, op. cit., pp. 374-

(232)

91. The French speaking University of Moncton has benefited from provincial subsidies that are given to all universities in the province.
Laurentian University and the University of Ottawa are both bilingual
universities in Ontario.

(233)

KENNEDY, op. cit., 79.

(234)

A.B. KEITH, Responsible Government in the Dominions, Vol. 1, Oxford,

(235)

CREIGHTON, op. cit., 39.

Clarendon Press, 1928, 376.
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B.

Inside Quebec.

In Quebec we are interested not so much in the limitation on language
rights, which has been minimal to date, but in the limitations that seem in
the nature of things to come. Both dominant political parties in the Province
have called for placing French in some sort of priority position. The Liberals
called for making French the language of work and communication (236), while
the Union National wants French to become the national language of
Quebec (237). Both parties hope to accomplish their objectives without adversely affecting English language rights. Admittedly, the position of the
French language must be upgraded in Quebec. The survival of the language
itself is at stake. It is unquestionably unjust that French speaking persons
often cannot earn their livelyhood in the French language (238). Whatever the
government in Quebec City, it will be impelled by social and political considerations to improve the standing of French in Quebec institutions. How
these changes will affect English language rights has never been made
clear (239). Legally, however, on the narrow interpretation often given s. 133
of the B.N.A. Act outside Quebec, the Quebec Legislature could make English
language rights as illusory as are the rights to the French language in Ontario. This has never been suggested in official quarters and it is doubtful if it
could be realized within the present political framework of the state (240). In
practical terms, and it is perfectly constitutional, French will undoubtedly
become the prevailing language in Quebec with English relegated to an inferior
position.
Within the ambit of s. 133, the only serious threat to English language
rights occurred in 1937. An Act to Amend the Interpretation Act (241) was

passed which provided that the French versions of the Civil Code, the Code
of Civil Procedure and the Municipal Code were to be the official texts.
Also, French was to be the official lanquage in statutes, proclamations and
Orders in Council. Obviously, this was ultra-vires and the enactment was
repealed the following year (242). The preamble to the statute repealing this

(236)

Liberal Party Program, 1966, p. 17.

(237)

Union National Party Program, 1966, p. 5.

(238)

For example, the Bilingualism and Biculturalism Commission was told that
in Chicoutimi - "Everyone knows that here, where the population is 98
per cent French Canadian, big business has made English the working
language and anyone who wants to work his way up at the plant has to
use English". Bilingualism and Biculturalism Report, op. cit., 77.

(239)

Marcel Masse, the Minister without portfolio, was reported to have stated

that the government is working on draft legislation that would define

French as the national language of Quebec. The proposed law, he said,
would aim at making French the working language in the factory and the
office, and the compulsory language for collective bargaining. Eventually,
amongst other things, French was to become the official language for Court

judgements. This latter provision would be unconstitutional. Le Devoir,
October 11, 1966.

(240)

The powerful English speaking minority in Quebec is better able to protect
its rights than is the case with the French speaking minority outside

Quebec. See for example, Louis MARTIN, Quebec est-il injuste pour Mc
Gill?, Le magazine McLean, March 1967, p. 13. See also supra note 141.

(241)
(242

(1937)

1 Geo. VI, c. 13.

(1938) 2 Geo. VI, c. 22.
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enactment is revealing of the social and political pressure put on the government of the time. It stated:
'Whereas the application of the act 1 George VI, chapter 13, may
give rise to friction and problems difficult of solution, which it
is expedient to avoid;"
"Whereas the present Government has appointed
of jurists to revise the laws of 'this Province and
of the members of such committee has earned for
praise of the press, without distinction of race or

a committee
the selection
it unanimous
party;"

'Whereas it is expedient to await the reports of such committee
in order to decide upon the matter contemplated by the said
act..."
The position of English in this aspect was never subsequently threatened.
In principle Quebec statutes require that all public notices be published in French and English. There are, however, some exceptions. The
Municipal Code provides in art. 127 that at municipal council meetings both
languages can be used; art. 128 states that all books and records are to be
kept in both languages and, art. 129 requires that all resolutions and notices
are to be published in both languages. However, art. 130 provides that an
Order in Council can permit the regulations and notices to be published in
one language only (243). Publication in one language when not sanctioned by
an Order in Council constitutes a serious irregularity (244) and usage or
the absence of English speaking ratepayers does not justify the use of only
one language (245). Another exception is the Education Act (246), which permits
at art. 301 that public notices may be drawn up in either English or French,
or in both languages in accordance with a school board resolution. Articles
305 and 306 provide that a special notice to an individual must be in that
person's language, but if he is bilingual or speaks neither official language
the notice can be in either English or French. In this Act as well as in the
Municipal Code, these provisions for notices in one language need not be
injurious to language rights. For example, there are school districts that are
completely French and the application of a resolution being only local,
publishing notices in English would be useless. A similar case can be made
for Federal regulations that apply to an area made up exclusively of one
language group.
In a recent incident, Me. Marc Bri re refused to give up his ticket
to the conductor on a local commuter train because the request was invariably
made in English. One day Me. Bri&re was removed from the train, setting
off howls of protest from French speaking Quebecers. The railway company
explained that the English speaking conductors from Ontario were shy to
talk French. Eventually, however, public opinion forced the railway to have
the conductors speak French presumably all conductors can now say,

This is comparable to the provisions in the federal Regulations Act, see
supra.
(244) Tremblay v. The Corporation of the South Part of the Township of Onslow,
(1933) 39 R. de J. 193. The by-law here was published only in English
without the necessary Order in Council authorizing this procedure.
(243)

(2415)

Cardinal v. La Corporation de la paroisse de Saint-Janvier, (1905) R. de
J. 174.
(246) R.S.Q. 1964, c. 235. Generally the division in this act is along religious lines.
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"Billet s'il vous plait". It would seem that a constitutional question could
arise if Me. Briire or someone else was to refuse a ticket or baggage check
on the grounds that it was only printed in English.
Art.1682c of the Civil Code, enacted in 1910, provides that:
"The following shall be printed in French and in English:
passenger tickets, baggage checks, way bills, bills of lading, printed
telegraph forms, and contract forms, made, furnished or delivered
by a railway, navigation, telegraph, telephone, transportation,
express or electric power company, as well as all notices or
regulations posted in its stations, carriages, boats, offices, factories
or workshops."
Contravention of the above rules carries a penalty not exceeding twenty
dollars, for companies doing business in Quebec, without prejudice to recourse for damages. In Carrier v. Canadian Express Co.(247), the plaintiff
alleged that his wife did not understand the bill of lading which was only
printed in English. This article is given a strict interpretation because a penalty
is provided for its contravention. Since no protest was made at the time
concerning this matter, the contract was valid and the damages awarded were
to the extent of the company's liability as stated in the contract. And, of
course, the company would be subject to the twenty dollar fine. It is suggested
that the provisions in these articles cannot be invoked against a company
under federal jurisdiction (248).
In the case of Me. Bri~re the railway company urged that it could
not, because of certain practical considerations, have bilingual conductors on
this particular train. Yet, public opinion soon forced the company to see that
the reverse was even more practical. Watchful and vigorous public opinion
and pressure is often of more value in lifting restrictions on one's right to
use of language, than are very formal texts of law. The change in the company's attitude in the Bribre incident could also be forced outside Quebec,
for instance in the almost exclusively French language regions of New Brunswick.

CONCLUSION
Section 133 of the BJV.A. Act has proved useful to only a very limited extent as a guarantee of language rights. A literal interpretation of
this section can lead to a situation where there are no meaningful guarantees.
To speak French in Parliament or in federal courts is of little value if to
do so is discouraged in practice by a lack of supporting rules. Had s. 133
served as the basis for effectively constructing a bilingual state, then the
provisions of this section would have proved ample. However, the language
provisions in the B.N.A. Act have often been interpreted as granting and
guaranteeing language rights on the federal level in two very restricted areas

(247)
(248)

Carrier v. Canadian Express Co., (1922) 60 S.C. 317. See also, Letellier v.
Canadian Express Co., (1923) 61 S.C. 478.
See, The Bell Telephone Company of Canada v. The Minimum Wage

Commission, (1966) Q.B. 301, confirmed by the Supreme Court, (1967) 59
D.L.R. (2d) 145.
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of Canadian life - Parliament and federal courts. Thus, the effect has been
to deny some linguistic rights which existed before Confederation.
It is, of course, possible to attack the repeal of s. 23 of the Manitoba
Act and to press French language rights in other provinces. To establish a
basis for challenging the repeal of French language rights in Manitoba should
not prove difficult. Similarly, in Ontario for instance, a predominantly French
speaking municipality could conduct all its business in French, file reports
to the provincial government in French and, in general, test the thesis that
there are rights to the use of French. Or, an attempt can be made to plead
in an Ontario court, perhaps criminal court, in French. The courts would then
be faced with deciding a legal problem in the light of pressing social and
political demands which at times seem on the verge of endangering the
structure of the Canadian federation. Perhaps a number of test cases would
be of educative value for Canadians.
However, the solution to the bilingualism question will not be found
in the courts. The Privy Council did not solve the problem of French language
rights in Ontario schools. The courts often impose a legal solution on a
fundamentally political and social problem. While preparing the judgement
in the Tiny case concerning separate school rights in Ontario, Lord Haldane
was reported to have said that:
"... this, among other problems presented by the B.NA. Act,
could not be solved satisfactorily by decisions of the Courts. The
best solution for these vexing questions could only be obtained
by Canadians themselves working in harmony" (249).
The problem of language rights is broader than mere bilingualism.
It is a matter of cultural equality. It is a question of aiding the minority
culture to survive and flourish, not only in one province, but across Canada.
The solution need not be delayed until the B.N.A. Act is revised, if indeed
it is ever to be re-cast. Nor need the B.N.A. Act be amended. A solution can
be had in simple federal and provincial legislation, and preferably this
legislation is to be entrenched (250). It is symptomatic of Canadian insensitivity
to language rights that the Canadian Bill of Rights (251) is without a declaration on this subject. Of all the civil liberties or fundamental freedoms that
are most frequently abused, the right to the use of one of Canada's official
languages must top the list.
Regulating the problem would not present any insurmountable difficulties. Firstly, both the federal and provincial legislatures should recognize
the broad principle of cultural equality. A statement of principle can be to
the effect that: both languages are on an equal footing; that, both languages
are to be equally favoured on the basis of cultural equality; and that all Canadians have the inalienable right to use either language in all walks of life
and to have their children educated in their mother tongue. Secondly, it is
necessary to have a specific set of rules to deal with the details of linguistic
usage, both federally and provincially.

(249)
(250)

K.M.G., A Visit to Lord Haldane, (1929) 7 Can. Bar Rev. 457, 457-58.
On the question of entrenchement see TARNOPOLSKY, op. cit., Chapter 3,
especially pp. 88-89.

(251)

(1960)

8-9 Eliz. II. c. 44.
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1.

Federally.

At the federal level every institution must recognize in law and practice that both languages are fully equal, insofar as that institution is in contact
with both language groups. For instance, all Federal departments, all Crown
Corporations and the armed services should function in both languages.
However, a Crown Corporation of a strictly local character should not be
held to function in both official languages if the population of the area is
unilingual. Similarly, the postmen in Chicoutimi or Ladysmith need not be
bilingual.
The Federal government has not fostered cultural equality. Contrarily,
it has served as one of the main forces in the process of attempting to assimilate the minority. Bilingual stamps, coins, or letterheads are not significant
of cultural equality. In law there is no valid reason for the Federal government
to favour the majority language. There is nothing in the Canadian Constitution to provide that Canada is an English speaking country. It is so in practice
because the majority has found it possible to over-ride the rights of the minority. It is only when the minority provokes a crisis that the majority realizes
its responsabilities and concedes that the minority has rights as well. Unless
the federal government acts now, it may find that it is offering too little too
late when the next crisis occurs.

2.

Provincially.

Provincially here means, in the provinces other than Quebec, since
Quebec is bilingual. Bilingualism is necessary in three specific areas: in the
institutions guaranteed by s. 133; in government transactions with citizens;
and in education. It would be preferable for all the provinces to participate
but is is essential that at least New Brunswick, Ontario and Manitoba join
with Quebec. Except in education, the changes can be phased over a period
of time so that the cost in resources and finances would be minimal. A gradual
change would also allow the population to acclimatize to the new order.
The relations between the government and the citizens would only
require that certain forms be available in both languages and that competent
staff be able to comunicate in both languages In the latter instance, it will
often be a matter of simply encouraging French speaking Canadians to use
their mother tongue. Also, the government should have all public signs and
notices, which appear in bilingual areas, to be in both languages. It is perhaps
not advisable to set up strict unilingual regions. This procedure could cause
difficulties in a country such as Canada (252).
On the principle ennunciated in s. 133, pleading in both languages in
provincial courts should be allowed as of right In practice, this would most

(252)

In Belgium, Brussels is officially bilingual, but in fact it Is predominantly
refu'e.,.
iieiu Lut2
uWnu
gUISLIC aivision, its suburbs were designated as
Flemish because the latter group predominated. However, in recent years,
more and more French speaking Belgians have moved to the suburbs.
Once there, they found that their children were compelled to attend
Flemish schools because French speaking schools were not allowed in
Fleminsh speaking areas. This problem promises to intensify the bitter
linguistic feud in that country.
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probably mean the use of the minority language in areas where the minority is heavily represented. There should not be any problem in this respect,
since this right is secured in Federal courts where most of the judges are
English speaking. In the local legislatures the first step would be to allow
debate in both languages. Also, the statutes could be official in both languages,
with the English text prevailing in cases of conflict To make both texts of
equal value would create difficulties, -considering that the English text has
been long used exclusively for interpretation.
In education equal rights must be granted without delay. These rights
should be available to as much of the population as possible. Even in sparsely
populated areas, education should be provided in both languages. The Quebec
example, with respect to denominational schools that often follow linguistic
lines, illustrates that this is feasible. The provinces should also foster the
cultural development of the minority, even if this means providing emergency
financial aid. For example, media of communication in the minority language
should be supported, even where the project is not self-supporting. Education
and cultural development are the most important elements in bilingualism
and cultural equality. Since this is an exclusive provincial domain, the provinces must accept their responsibilities.
Professor McRae summed up the linguistic situation in Switzerland
as follows :
"Recent Swiss history has been a period of rapid social change,
and new problems have arisen continuously to disturb traditional
relationships between the language groups. To find solutions consonant with the principle of
even imperfect solutions linguistic equality has demanded unremitting effort and sometimes constitutional innovation of a highly imaginative kind.
In modern Switzerland this effort has been willingly made, and
the fact may be worthy of reflection in other plurilingual countries
where it is customary to take either a fatalistic or a majoritarian
attitude towards the pattern of language usage" (253).
It is suggested that Canada should not only reflect, but act
Herbert MARX
May 1, 1967.
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MCREA, op. cit., 72.

